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Problem Description
To get timely information to students at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology
(NTNU), the project is to develop and evaluate a mobile system providing user-centric information
services. Although expected to be of most use to new students, it should also contain services
believed to be useful for more senior students.
A fully functional prototype, named "MSIS", was developed last autumn. The services offered by
MSIS include a search tool for rooms and buildings around campus, with integrated map and
geographical positioning, a dynamic schedule service providing up-to-date information of weekly
lectures, and a news and announcements service. This project should perform a user-driven
evaluation of the existing prototype for getting ideas for a functional service. Based on the
feedback from the evaluation, a new version of the system should be made, and evaluated. In
addition to the user-evaluation, the service should be evaluated relative to other existing location
and context-oriented services.
The project should be carried out in accordance with the design-science research model, and
should be related to the work of the Wireless Trondheim Living Lab, a member of ENOLL (http://
www.openlivinglabs.eu/). The report is expected to be written in English.
Assignment given: 15. January 2009
Supervisor: John Krogstie, IDI

Abstract
This project is a continuation of the work carried out autumn 2008 by Moe [56], which reviewed
the digital communication channels currently used for distribution of student information at the
Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU), and defined the key design decisions
for a mobile service called MSIS. The project proposes a new mobile computer system (MSIS)
intended to make user-centric information more easily available to students at NTNU. The sys-
tem is designed using a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), providing a number of services
which offers functionality such as a dynamic course schedule, and a location search tool. Fur-
thermore, MSIS makes use of context-awareness and elements of mobile computing, in order to
provide a service that dynamically adapts to the situation of the user. A geographical positioning
module based on Wi-Fi location fingerprinting technology is described, which makes it possible
to determine the position of a handheld device within existing wireless network infrastructure.
The project has been carried out in accordance with the design-science research model over a
number of implementation and evaluation iterations.
A user-driven evaluation of the MSIS service has been conducted among a group of NTNU
students. The utility and usability of the system were evaluated by applying observational and
empirical evaluation methods in a real-world environment on campus. The user tests identified
numerous issues with the initial design, and suggested ideas for enhancements which have been
implemented in the final version of the system. The Mobile Service Acceptance Model (MSAM)
has been used to examine the factors that are influential for user adoption of mobile services in
light of our project. The MSAM instrument measures different facets of a mobile information
service, such as the perceived usefulness, ease of use, and usage intention. Our findings confirm
that the utility of the MSIS system is perceived as very high, and students would likely benefit
from such a system. There is no doubt great potential for a service like MSIS, and it is believed
to be a useful addition to existing systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“There is nothing more difficult to take in hand, more perilous to conduct or more uncertain in its success
than to take the lead in the introduction of a new order of things.”
–Niccolo Machiavelli
1.1 Motivation
Examining the results from the project carried out last autumn [56], there is a clear indication that
the students at NTNU are positive to a mobile user-centric information service, such as the MSIS
system described in [56]. Thus, we feel there is a need to conduct further research on this subject.
The fact that the project addresses a genuine problem is a great motivational factor for devel-
oping such a system, in an effort to bring timely information to the students by making use of
mobile technology and wireless networking. By using a mobile phone or PDA, students can eas-
ily keep track of their lecture schedule, or get a map description of a particular room or building.
While the concept was proven in the first prototype, we still needed to conduct a thorough us-
ability study among the prospective target group to assess the applicability, perceived usefulness,
and ease of use of the system. This will allow us to draw conclusions regarding potential user
adoption of the mobile service. A new version of the system will be developed, incorporating
user feedback and findings from the evaluation, ultimately leading to a better service.
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1.2 Project scope
In the project last autumn, an extensive prestudy was conducted to explore the need for a user-
centric mobile service. In addition, a number of similar solutions were reviewed. A fully func-
tional prototype was proposed, based on ideas gathered from the students. The work described
in this project builds further upon this foundation. As such, the two projects should be seen as a
whole, both contributing towards a final goal; to research the need for a user-centric mobile in-
formation system, evaluate the prototype in accordance with a set of usability metrics, and finally
apply the findings from the evaluation in order to improve the system.
When dealing with location based services and geographical positioning of users, one has to
be careful not to infringe upon the privacy of the users. However, this is not as important in this
project because the data is not shared between the users. We will not touch on these subjects in
this project, other than state the importance of taking these considerations before the system is
put into production.
1.3 Project description and context
The purpose of this project is to examine whether the assumptions made regarding the viability
of a new mobile student information service are correct, by testing a prototype of the system on
a group of potential users. This evaluation will establish whether or not our system is capable
of fulfilling its intended purpose. The Mobile Services Acceptance Model [32] will be used to
measure metrics such as perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and intention to use. Fur-
thermore, issues pertaining to trust, context, and personal initiatives will be considered as well.
In the concluding chapters of the previous report [56], we gave suggestions for further work
and also noted which functional requirements remain to be implemented. We will use this infor-
mation, together with feedback from the user tests, and the requirements specification previously
derived to further develop the system.
1.4 Problem definition
The goal of this project is to design and evaluate an information system for enhancing daily life
of students at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology. We will investigate to which
extent user-centric mobile services combined with context-awareness can improve upon existing
information systems, and finally, explore the students’ attitudes toward such a system in order to
establish a measure of user acceptance.
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1.5 Report outline
Below is a short summary of the different chapters that constitute this document.
Chapter 1 Introduction gives an introduction to the project by presenting the task at hand,
the motivation for choosing the project, and a description of how we will approach the problem.
Chapter 2 Background presents the main findings of the preliminary study which formed the
basis for this project, and describes the initial prototype of the MSIS system.
Chapter 3 Research approach states the questions we seek to answer during the work with
this project, and describes the research methods and models used.
Chapter 4 Evaluation describes the usability test and user acceptance survey conducted as part
of the evaluation of the system. The findings from the evaluation are presented, together with
suggestions for improvements of the service.
Chapter 5 Presentation of the final system contains a description of the new features imple-
mented in the revised version of MSIS, how they have been realized, and to which extent the
enhancements were successful in addressing the issues identified in the evaluation phase.
Chapter 6 Design and implementation details describes the technical details of the imple-
mentation, how the various services operate, and explains the technology behind the system. The
chapter also gives an example of how the web services can be applied to develop a location search
tool.
Chapter 7 Conclusions and further work marks the end of the report by giving some con-
cluding thoughts about the outcome of the project and the achievements made. We also discuss
whether the work with this project has provided sufficient results in order to answer the research
questions.

Chapter 2
Background
“I find that a great part of the information I have was acquired by looking up something and finding
something else on the way.”
–Franklin P. Jones
This chapter constitutes the theoretical fundament that this project is built upon. It provides in-
sight into state-of-the-art subjects, theories, and models that are further elaborated throughout the
report. Since an extensive preliminary study was conducted as part of the project last autumn,
some parts of this chapter are based on the material from the other report. As mentioned in sec-
tion 1.2, the two projects should be seen as a whole, and the previous work is therefore inevitable
in that regard. The main findings from our preliminary study are presented in section 2.1. Sec-
tion 2.2 gives a brief description of the initial MSIS prototype from a technical and functional
perspective, while previous research work related to our project is discussed in section 2.3.
2.1 Preliminary study
In autumn 2008, this project was started as part of the author’s depth study. The goal of the
project was to evaluate the current channels for communication of information to students at
NTNU, and the availability of such information. A survey was conducted to identify problems
and flaws with the current information services based on feedback gathered from students. The
findings from the survey showed that the majority of the respondents were somewhat dissatisfied
with the current information services. In an attempt to solve these problems a new information
system called the Mobile Student Information System (MSIS) was proposed. A requirements
analysis was conducted followed by the implementation of a working prototype. In brief, MSIS
provides a service which allow users to search for rooms and buildings on NTNU campus, and a
schedule service which can be used to keep track of weekly lectures.
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2.1.1 Summary of the survey
An electronic questionnaire was created to enable rapid distribution and computer aided analysis
of the data gathered from the respondents. The target group consisted of 89 students majoring in
engineering. The questions concerned how information currently is organized and communicated
to the students, and what services they would like to see in a mobile student information system.
We also looked at how the results were dispersed by semester and area of study. The decision
of which services to include in MSIS was largely influenced by the feedback gathered from the
survey, which also depicted the functional requirements of the system.
The general perception is that there is a great need for new information services and improve-
ments in this area. Many students feel that it is hard to find the information they are looking for,
because information is spread across different systems, websites, and portals, and often the infor-
mation is too generic instead of being tailor to better accommodate the individual needs of each
student. Therefore, it is a desire to consolidate the information from the multitude of channels
into a single digital information service. Furthermore, the application should run on handheld
devices to make it easily accessible. The application should be user-centered, meaning that it
should adapt dynamically to the situation of the student, by taking into account aspects such as
the current semester of the student, which courses and area of study the student is attending, and
so forth. This would allow students to more easily obtain what they are looking for without hav-
ing to search through a wealth of information. A user profile should be assigned to each student
to capture their personal preferences. The user profile should be password protected to ensure
that the security is maintained.
In addition to information specified in the user profile, the system should also consider con-
textual information. Such systems are often referred to as context-aware systems or applications.
As people more and more turn into mobile workers, it becomes increasingly important to have
software that can adapt dynamically to changes in the environment. Context-aware applications
try to make assumptions about the user’s current situation, and provide functionality and infor-
mation that comprehend the immediate surroundings. Common aspects of context are location,
actions (i.e. what the user is doing), and which people you are with [71]. Abowd et al. [2] defines
context as “any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity
is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an
application, including the user and applications themselves.”.
The MSIS service provides a geographical positioning module which can be used to add
location-awareness to the application. For example, by applying knowledge about the user’s cur-
rent whereabouts, the application may offer suggestions for nearby locations of interest, such as
a computer lab, a meeting room, or a canteen. The prototype offers a tool that denotes the user’s
current position on a map, together with a description of the location where the user is situated.
Time is another element of context which we make use of. The schedule service combines infor-
mation in the user’s profile (courses and study program) with time to generate a time table for
the present week. The idea of combining contextual information from various sources is known
as context-fusion.
Figure 2.1 shows the students’ satisfaction with the current information services, sorted ac-
cording to year/semester. One interesting thing to note is that the senior students seem to be
less satisfied with the communication channels than first and second grade students. A possible
reason for this finding could be that senior students have been around longer, and therefore have
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a better understanding of the information systems in use. It could also be that the situation has
improved since the senior students first started, and efforts have since been made to solve some
of the issues.
Figure 2.1: Students’ satisfaction with current communication channels
During the work with the survey it was revealed that close to 30% of the respondents claimed they
had at least once missed a deadline due to lack of information. This is quite an alarming signal,
although we do not have scientific proof that the current information services are contributing to
these numbers. To quote one of the respondents:
“The information is inaccurate and often comes too late, in the form of last minute
emails or meetings without the proper announcements upfront.”
Another aspect we wanted to look into was whether people would benefit from a mobile location
service that would allow them to search for rooms and buildings on campus. Our assumption is
that the campus area can be overwhelming, and often it can be challenging to find a particular
room number or lecture hall – especially for junior students. Although, even long-time employ-
ees have expressed their interest in such a service, so the area of application might be quite large.
About half of the respondents were very positive to a location search service for mobile devices,
while close to 40% would maybe use a service like this. The big advantage of mobile services
is that they are available anytime and anywhere where there is wireless network coverage. Cur-
rently, the coverage on campus is close to 100% indoors, and large outdoor areas are covered as
well. Traditionally, to look up information you would first have to locate a computer to find what
you are searching for, or alternatively contact the student help desk. By offering access to these
useful services on a mobile phone, you never have to look further than to your own pocket. Our
prior research [56] confirms that most of the students today are familiar with using the mobile
phone for other activities besides making phone calls, so we believe they could easily adapt a
new mobile service. This will be tested as part of this project.
The rest of the survey concerned other potential services which should be supported by MSIS.
As Figure 2.2 depicts, the most requested services were a course lecture planner and a notification
service. These two services, in addition to the location service, were included in the initial design
of the prototype. One important design consideration was that the system should be based on a
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flexible framework. Thus, facilitating development of client applications for different software
platforms, and allowing extensions to the system in the future.
Figure 2.2: Mobile services deemed useful by the respondents
2.1.2 Technology criteria
Once it was clear that we were going to develop a mobile application, we started to research avail-
able technologies and programming frameworks suitable for the task at hand. It was important
to decide on a technology and platform that would allow us to fulfill the functional requirements
that were set forth. A set of potential technologies were evaluated according to eight different
technology criteria:
TC1 The technology should be platform independent and run on a large number of devices.
TC2 How mature is the technology? It should be supported by more than just a few devices.
TC3 The technology should be stable and well documented, with available APIs and other
resources.
TC4 The technology should make it possible to create interactive applications with graphical
user interfaces.
TC5 Since the application will run on hand-held devices, the technology should be lightweight
and require only moderate resources.
TC6 The technology should support the use of IDEs (integrated development environments)
and other tools that can aid in development and debugging.
TC7 The technology should preferably be available for free.
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TC8 Previous experience with the technology.
Because the field of mobile computing still is relatively new, there were not that many potential
technologies to choose from which could offer the kind of functionality needed for this project. In
general, only two real candidates were considered: Java ME1 and the Microsoft .NET Compact
Framework2 for Windows Mobile. Java ME might be the more versatile of the two in terms of
device availability, however, the .NET Framework is more modern and has all of the required
functionality built in. In addition, Microsoft offers a proven development platform with a range
of products and developer tools, which simplifies system maintenance and facilitates seamless
integration. This was one of the main reasons for choosing .NET as a platform, because it would
allow us to quickly develop a prototype with as much functionality as possible, considering the
time allotted to the project. MSIS makes use of the Microsoft SQL Server database engine and
ASP.NET technology, as well as the built-in support for web services, which is an indispensable
part of our client-server architecture.
To implement the geographical position service, several technologies and techniques were
considered. One of our main goals was to keep the implementation as self-contained as possible,
and not to dependent on other systems or products. The idea was to use the existing wireless
network infrastructure at NTNU to create a positioning service based on the Wi-Fi technology.
Contrary to satellite based systems, which only work under certain conditions (i.e. a clear vision
to the satellite is required), Wi-Fi networks are usually intended for indoor use, and the signals
can traverse walls and other obstacles. This makes it well suited for our task. We ended up
using a technique referred to as location fingerprinting, which is based on a location-dependent
characteristic like the signal strength of a radio signal to produce a digital “fingerprint”, which
uniquely identifies the location. The fingerprint is recorded by measuring the received signal
strength indications (RSSI) from a number of nearby Access Points at the given position. These
measures are then linked to a descriptive entity like a room number or building, and stored in a
database for later retrieval. The location fingerprinting technique is described in more detail in
section 6.3.
2.2 Description of the MSIS system
In the course of last autumn’s project, a fully functional prototype called the Mobile Student
Information System (MSIS) was developed. In this section, the main features of the MSIS system
and its technical architecture are presented.
2.2.1 Introduction
The main purpose of the MSIS system is to enhance daily life at the Norwegian University of
Technology (NTNU), and assist students in their daily activities through the use of various mobile
services. The system makes use of contextual information such as location, time, and personal
preferences to provide the user with relevant and timely information. A prototype of MSIS has
been deployed and evaluated within the infrastructure of the wireless network at NTNU.
1http://java.sun.com/javame/
2http://www.microsoft.com/NET/
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2.2.2 Functionality
MSIS consists of three main parts: a lightweight client application for deployment on handheld
devices, a web-based administration tool, and a backend server which provides database storage
services, business logic, and a number of public web services. An account profile is associated
with each user, which is used for authentication and storing of personal preferences. The user
profile contains information about the student’s situation, such as which courses they are attend-
ing and how far they have progressed in their study program. MSIS includes a location module
which supports positioning of mobile devices within the wireless network available at the NTNU
campus. The geographical positioning service does not depend on any third-party providers, and
requires no upgrades to the existing infrastructure. The technology can be used to implement
location-aware services that adapt their behavior to the current location of the user. One example
of such a service is a location-aware search tool, which allows users to look up particular “points
of interest” nearby. A point of interest is a specific location that the user is looking for. In terms
of our project, a point of interest can for instance be a lecture hall or a computer lab, or a object
like a coffee machine. By introducing a variable of context into the application, in this case lo-
cation, we believe the user experience is greatly enhanced and the users will be able to carry out
their tasks more efficiently.
The MSIS application consists of three main services:
• Location Search: allows users to search for different “points of interest” throughout cam-
pus, for example lecture rooms, computer labs, canteens, etc. It provides a short description
of the location, as well as a visual indication of the position of the location on a map. The
map has zoom capabilities, supporting a potential unlimited number of zoom levels. It is
also possible to obtain your own location based on the position of the mobile device in a
similar fashion to GPS technology. The Wi-Fi based positioning technology eliminates the
need for other positioning systems such as GPS.
• Lecture Schedule Planner: allows users to view appointments scheduled for the current
week. At present, the service provides information about course lectures and exercise
guidance hours. The schedule service retrieves data about the courses from a database, and
up-to-date timetables are created dynamically based on the courses the student is attending
the current semester.
• Announcements: this service is intended to provide news, notifications, and other rele-
vant information to the user. The announcements are presented in a list sortable by time,
category, or priority.
Figure 2.3 shows the functional overview of the first MSIS system. Details about each component
are discussed in the following section.
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Figure 2.3: Functional overview
2.2.3 Architecture and implementation
At the topmost level, the architecture of MSIS consists of three disjunctive layers: the presen-
tation layer, the business/data access layer, and the data layer. A visual representation of the
architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.4. The multi-tier architecture makes the system design flex-
ible and extensible, because of a clear separation of the user interface from the business logic and
underlying data models. It also facilitates deployment on heterogeneous platforms, and offers
the ability to leverage processing power on multiple nodes. On a more detailed level, the MSIS
architecture comprises the following main components:
MSIS Web Services
This module consists of a number of web services, which is responsible for most of the processing
and calculations done by the system. The web services are implemented on a Microsoft .NET
application server using ASP.NET and C# business objects. The web services make use of several
helper classes, such as the Data Access Layer (DAL) and Business Logic Layer (BLL). The DAL
encapsulates the raw operations on data using the ADO.NET data access components included
as part of the Microsoft .NET Framework. ADO.NET provides a set of classes that can be used
by developers to access and modify data stored in a data source, in our case a relational database
system powered by Microsoft SQL Server. The BLL encapsulate various objects available for
manipulation by MSIS, such as appointments, news announcements, and locations. Furthermore,
the BLL provides Wi-Fi positioning functionality. Support for web services is included in many
development frameworks and programming languages, thus it is possible to develop clients for
different platforms consuming the same web service.
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MSIS Client Application
The MSIS Client is an application developed for handheld devices based on the Windows Mobile
operating system. It offers a graphical user interface to all the functions available in MSIS: the dy-
namic schedule service, a tool for locating rooms and buildings on campus with support for maps
and real-time geographical positioning of the mobile device, and a news/announcements service.
The client application was designed to be light-weight and easy to use. All resource intensive
functions are offloaded to the external application server to minimize the need for computational
power on the mobile device, a concept known as cyberforaging3. All external communication is
done through the web services.
MSIS Administration Interface
The administration interface is a set of web-based tools for managing MSIS. It is accessible
through a standard web browser, and allows users of MSIS to manage their own profile and
personal preferences. In the future it could also be extended to provide administrators access to
various parts of the system, for example allow course supervisors to edit their lecture schedule,
or simplify the addition of new locations. The administration interface is implemented with
ASP.NET technology, and makes use of the web services for database access.
Figure 2.4: The MSIS architecture
For a more detailed description of the modular decomposition of the MSIS architecture, refer to
Moe [56], Chapter 5.4.
3Cyberforaging refers to the temporary extension of the computing resources of a mobile device with remote
computing resources on a wired machine.
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2.2.4 Screenshots
Below is a collection of screenshots, which illustrate some of the MSIS services in the first
prototype as they appear on a mobile device. Figure 2.5(a) shows the result list after doing a
location search. Figure 2.5(b) shows how a typical lecture is displayed in the Schedule service.
Finally, the map functionality is illustrated in Figure 2.5(c).
(a) Location Search (b) Lecture Schedule
(c) The Map Service
Figure 2.5: Screenshots of MSIS
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2.3 Similar work
As part of our preliminary study we reviewed similar solutions and work done by others in the
field of location-based services and mobile computing. A total of five solutions were exam-
ined: myCampus [58], i:Byen [38], Wireless Historical City Guide [43], Cyberguide [1], Mobile
Tourismo [55]. These systems have certain similarities with our project, mainly in that they use
wireless networking for communication, and include an element of context-awareness.
myCampus is an environment for context-aware mobile services aimed at enhancing every-
day campus life at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU). It makes use of location-awareness, per-
sonal preferences, and semantic web technology4 to provide various services to its users. The
i:Byen project utilizes geographical positioning within Wireless Trondheim [8] to provide a cul-
tural guide to citizens of Trondheim. The Historical City Guide is a similar service, with the
purpose to make the history of Trondheim more easily accessible by combining information from
the libraries and museums in Trondheim with location-awareness. The Cyberguide project, in-
troduced in 1997, was one of the first to make use of context-awareness and mobile computing to
provide a handheld tourist guide. Mobile Tourismo is a platform that can be used to build mobile
services for tourists. It uses various wireless technologies to support geographical positioning
and communication.
As far as our understanding goes, none of these systems have yet to be set into production.
They are mostly research projects and proof of concepts. One of the reasons for this might
be that wireless networks and mobile computing are still not ubiquitous, and there are often
factors besides technical constraints that impede the widespread deployment of such services.
For example, political issues, lack of standardization, and security and privacy issues are among
the factors that may defer the progress.
Our positioning module is inspired by some of the ideas presented by Gjul [35] in their
description of the “Fumble” project. Fumble relies on location fingerprinting to determine the
position of the user. The work of Gjul [35] proves that existing infrastructure can be utilized to
position mobile users within a wireless network. Hence, we decided to employ this technique in
our system as well. During the work with Fumble, they discovered that a key success factor for
such a system is that it needs to be closely integrated with existing information systems to take
advantage of the existing data. The usefulness of the Fumble project suffered because of this. We
have tried to prepare for this possibility in our system. The modular design and the clear separa-
tion between the data layer and the presentation layer makes it easy to replace a data source, or
create interfaces for simplified information sharing between our system and legacy systems. For
example, instead of maintaining our own database of course information, the schedule service
can be integrated with the existing system that is managed by the student administration depart-
ment, thereby reducing duplication of data. At the present time, unfortunately, it is not possible
to get access to the existing systems, as the database is using a proprietary format. However,
we have been in contact with the person responsible for the database, and they intend to make it
available at a later point. It should then be an easy task to connect the two systems together.
In a project by Haugvik [39] from 2006, a survey was conducted among students at NTNU
concerning a location-aware system. The purpose of the survey was to gather feedback regard-
ing what information and functionality a system for location-based services should support. The
4The semantic web is a term used to describe web content that is meaningful to computers.
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primary focus of their work concerned context-sensitive information, which would allow users to
“attach” notes to specific areas, such as upcoming events or small memos, but that are not neces-
sary related to student information. This is different from the system described in our project, in
that we focus more on information pertaining to the student life on campus. Nevertheless, some
of the findings from their research still apply to our project. Some interesting observations can
be made from their conclusions:
– The test persons expressed a need for a service which would list relevant locations or
services in close proximity, e.g. the nearest computer lab or printer.
– New students felt a need for information about where and when they had lectures.
– Many of the test persons would find the map service useful, but would like to see a better
separation of buildings, rooms, and other objects. Zoom functionality was also requested.
– A guiding service that would direct the user from their current position to a certain location
on the map was suggested.
– All the test persons felt that such a system would make it easier to become acquainted with
the campus area, and it would be particularly useful for new students.
These findings correlate very well with the feedback we got from our survey. Our service offers
a location search tool which allows students to search for rooms or buildings, and also an option
to denote the position of the location on a map. The maps have been designed to emphasize the
buildings and rooms, and do not show other objects like roads, vegetation, etc. We have employed
a local coordinate system instead of world coordinates to make it easier to highlight the relevant
information. In the first version, the system did not automatically list locations or services in
order of distance from the user, but this may be implemented using data from the positioning
module. For example, when a user submits a search for “Computer labs”, the system takes into
account where the user is located, and returns a list of computer labs in close proximity.

Chapter 3
Research approach
“Generally, the theories we believe we call facts, and the facts we disbelieve we call theories.”
–Felix Cohen
This chapter describes the research approach chosen for this project. In section 3.1, the research
questions are presented. The chapter continues with a discussion of the selected research models
and methodologies in section 3.2. A discussion of usability design principles and technology
acceptance models is given in section 3.3.
3.1 Research questions
In the course of this project, we seek to find answers to the following questions:
1) Can user-centric mobile information services enhance the everyday campus life
of students at NTNU?
2) How does users’ attitudes towards new technology influence their acceptance of
mobile services?
3) Will the introduction of context-awareness add to the utility of a mobile student
information system?
3.2 Research method
When conducting scientific research, the work should be organized in pursuance of well estab-
lished research models and methodologies. Models on how to conduct information system (IS)
research have been the subject of much discussion over the past few years [46, 67, 81]. This
project employs the following research methods: (a) the design-science paradigm, (b) survey
research, and (c) usability testing. In the following sections, we will describe these methods in
more detail.
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3.2.1 The design-science paradigm
Design-science is fundamentally a problem solving paradigm, and involves the creation, analy-
sis and evaluation of design artifacts to gain knowledge about a problem domain and propose a
solution. In computer science research, these artifacts include – but are not limited to – algo-
rithms, mathematical proofs, human-computer interfaces, or prototypes. Design research can be
especially fruitful when exploring the need for a new computer system. By presenting scenarios
and design artifacts to the stakeholders during the process, it is easier to identify potential issues
early in the design/development phase.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the general methodology for all design research. The figure is the result
of work done by Takeda et al. [76], who has analyzed the reasoning that occurs in the course of
a normal design cycle.
Figure 3.1: The general methodology of design-science
All design projects arise from a problem description, i.e. the awareness of a problem. Existing
knowledge and theories are then applied to suggest solutions to the problem, for example by using
techniques such as rapid prototyping. In the following phases, the solution is implemented and
evaluated according to the criteria set forth in the Awareness of Problem phase. Usually, these
steps are performed iteratively until a final implementation is achieved. The Circumscription
arrow on Figure 3.1 denotes the basis of the iteration; the flow from partial completion of the
cycle back to awareness of the problem. The Conclusion marks the end of the design project. The
Circumscription and Operation and Goal Knowledge can be thought of as knowledge generating
processes, in that it generates understanding that could only be gained from the specific act of
construction [79]. This is at the heart of understanding design-science as a valid research model.
Hevner et al. [41] argues that IS research involves two complementary paradigms. Contrary
to the design-science approach, the behavioral-science paradigm seeks to investigate the non-
technical aspects of information systems. That is, to predict and study the human and organiza-
tional impacts of information system design and implementation, which are of vital importance
when it comes to achieving the stated goals and final acceptance of the system. The goal of
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behavioral-science research is truth. It seeks, according to Hevner et al. [41], “justification of
theories that explain or predict phenomena related to the identified business need”. The goal of
design-science research is utility. Truth informs design and utility informs theory. Thus, both
aspects should be considered when conducting IS research. The danger of a design-science re-
search approach is putting too much emphasis on the design artifacts, without considering the
usefulness of the artifact in real organizational settings. Consequently, it becomes equally impor-
tant to align the theoretical foundations with technological capabilities and constraints.
Hevner et al. [41] defines seven guidelines that should be addressed during the course of a
design-science project. The guidelines are summarized in Table 3.1
Guideline Description
Guideline 1: Design as an Artifact Design-science research must produce a viable
artifact in the form of a construct, a model, a
method, or an instantiation.
Guideline 2: Problem Relevance The objective of design-science research is to
develop technology-based solutions to important
and relevant business problems.
Guideline 3: Design Evaluation The utility, quality, and efficacy of a design ar-
tifact must be rigorously demonstrated via well-
executed evaluation methods.
Guideline 4: Research Contributions Effective design-science research must provide
clear and verifiable contributions in the areas of
the design artifact, design foundations, and/or de-
sign methodologies.
Guideline 5: Research Rigor Design-science research relies upon the applica-
tion of rigorous methods in both the construction
and evaluation of the design artifact.
Guideline 6: Design as a Search Process The search for an effective artifact requires utiliz-
ing available means to reach desired ends while
satisfying laws in the problem environment.
Guideline 7: Communication of Research Design-science research must be presented ef-
fectively both to technology-oriented as well as
management-oriented audiences.
Table 3.1: Table from [41]: Design-Science Research Guidelines
Guideline 1 states that the outcome of the design process should be a viable artifact. For the
purpose of this project, the artifact constitutes the MSIS service. The evaluation of the prototype
will generate feedback and suggestions to the first design, which will be used to improve upon
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the MSIS service in the next iteration. During the first iteration, a number of user scenarios were
generated to exemplify actual use of the system, and elicit system requirements. Based on the
requirement specification, a suitable architecture was proposed, and a prototype was developed
using the selected technology. Because of the time constraints affecting the project, all the re-
quirements were not implemented in the first version of the prototype. Chapter 5 presents the
results of the second iteration. The design artifact is still the MSIS service, and the findings from
the evaluation phase influence the next implementation iteration.
The use of mobile computing and positioning services relate to Guideline 2: application
of state-of-the-art technology to solve a known problem. Guideline 3 states that the outcome
of the design process must be evaluated to assess the usefulness and quality of the design arti-
fact. In Chapter 4, the system is thoroughly evaluated in terms of utility and user acceptance.
Guideline 4 suggests that the design must be underpinned by theoretical foundations and facts.
This is covered by the preliminary study and student survey conducted last autumn. Guideline
5 states that design-science research should be carried out using sound and well-founded meth-
ods. This chapter describes the research methods and design principles which we employ in
this project. Guideline 6 argues that the research must be seen as an iterative process, where
you continuously search for an effective solution to the problem. That is, we start out with a
description of the problem, and arrive at the solution by making informed design decisions. Sub-
sequently, the solution must be presented to the project stakeholders, including both management
and technology-minded parties. The project carried out last autumn constitutes the first iteration
of the design research process. The outcome of the first iteration was a fully functional prototype.
In this project, we evaluate the service with regard to usability and user acceptance. The findings
from this evaluation forms the basis for the next step in the process; identifies new requirements
and shortcomings with the first design, then provide directions for implementation of the next
version of the system. The last iteration will be concluded with a short evaluation of the final
system after the suggested enhancements have been implemented.
3.3 Usability and user acceptance testing
An important part of this project is to perform a thorough usability and user acceptance study of
the proposed system. This is needed in order to assess how well the system fulfills its intended
purpose in a real-world environment, and is formalized as item 3 in the Design-Science Research
Guidelines. The evaluation serves to reveal possible shortcomings with the initial design and po-
tential areas for improvement. This section will establish a theoretical fundament for the methods
and models that are to be used in the evaluation phase.
3.3.1 What is usability?
It is the goal of any application developer to make useful and easy to use computer systems. But
before we continue our discussion of usability testing, we will take a moment to describe what
usability is, and which design principles and methodologies that are available to aid developers
in creating better applications. In human-computer interaction or computer science, usability
is often explained as the user-friendliness or ease of use of a given computer system. That is
one aspect of it, but usability involves more than with what ease a computer system can be
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operated. According to usability consultant Jakob Nielsen and computer science professor Ben
Shneiderman, the usability of a system predicts five factors of good system design [61, 73]:
– Learnability: How easy is it for users to learn the system, and accomplish basic tasks the
first time they encounter the system?
– Efficiency: Once users have learned to operate the system, how quickly can they perform
their tasks? If the system is designed to replace a legacy system, how does the new system
affect task efficiency?
– Memorability: After a period of non-use, how easy is it for users to return to the system
and resume their tasks?
– Errors: How likely are errors to occur within the system, user-generated or system-generated?
How severe are these errors, and how easily can users recover from the errors?
– Satisfaction: How pleasant is it to use the system? The satisfaction of a user is often
directly correlated with other concepts of usability (learnability, efficiency, memorability,
and error handling).
To evaluate the usability of a system, both the user interface and functionality must be consid-
ered. An intuitive user interface can lower the learning curve of the system, and increase the
efficiency of typical tasks, but it must offer sufficient functionality to remain useful. User in-
terface engineering has been subject to extensive research, and many guidelines and principles
have been proposed to improve the quality of user interface design. In his book The Humane
Interface, Raskin [65] suggests two paramount laws of user interface design:
First Law A computer shall not harm your work or, through inactivity, allow your work to come
to harm.
Second Law A computer shall not waste your time or require you to do more work than is
strictly necessary.
In other words, you should be able to perform your tasks in an efficient manner without any
interruption. The computer system should work with you – not against you.
Larry Constantine and Lucy Lockwood suggests that user interface design should be directed
by 6 principles, referred to as the Principles of User Interface Design [19, 20]:
• The structure principle: Design should organize the user interface purposefully, in mean-
ingful and useful ways based on clear, consistent models that are apparent and recognizable
to users, putting related things together and separating unrelated things, differentiating dis-
similar things and making similar things resemble one another. The structure principle is
concerned with overall user interface architecture.
• The simplicity principle: The design should make simple, common tasks easy, communi-
cating clearly and simply in the user’s own language, and providing good shortcuts that are
meaningfully related to longer procedures.
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• The visibility principle: The design should make all needed options and materials for a
given task visible without distracting the user with extraneous or redundant information.
Good designs do not overwhelm users with alternatives or confuse with unneeded infor-
mation.
• The feedback principle: The design should keep users informed of actions or interpreta-
tions, changes of state or condition, and errors or exceptions that are relevant and of interest
to the user through clear, concise, and unambiguous language familiar to users.
• The tolerance principle: The design should be flexible and tolerant, reducing the cost of
mistakes and misuse by allowing undoing and redoing, while also preventing errors wher-
ever possible by tolerating varied inputs and sequences and by interpreting all reasonable
actions.
• The reuse principle: The design should reuse internal and external components and behav-
iors, maintaining consistency with purpose rather than merely arbitrary consistency, thus
reducing the need for users to rethink and remember.
In an effort to encourage software developers and usability professionals to understand user needs
and tasks, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has collaborated with
industry to develop the Common Industry Specification for Usability - Requirements (CISU-
R) [37]. The CISU-R sets standards for specifying usability requirements, which include infor-
mation such as the context of use (the intended users, their goals and tasks, etc.), measures of
usability for the product, and how to test whether the usability requirements have been met. The
underlying goal of the standard is to aid in the creation of useful and usable products that allow
users to complete their tasks efficiently, effectively, and with satisfaction. The CISU-R specifies
three levels of compliance, allowing the usability requirements to be developed over time, with
increasing detail and precision.
Other related standards for usability design and evaluation exists; including the ISO/IEC
25062 - “Common industry format for usability test reports”, ISO 13407 - “Human centred de-
sign processes for interactive systems”, and ISO/TR 16982:2002 - “Ergonomics of human-system
interaction – Usability methods supporting human-centered design”.
3.3.2 Principles of usability design
Early Focus on Users and Tasks
As a designer, there are various considerations that will help ensure conformance with usability
requirements. Gould and Lewis [36] claims that usability engineering should be user driven.
In order to produce usable and user-friendly systems, designers must first understand the po-
tential users. This understanding is achieved through observation and study of their cognitive,
behavioral, and attitudinal characteristics. Furthermore, the nature of the tasks that the system
is expected to carry out must be studied. This early focus on users and tasks is the first of three
principles proposed by Gould and Lewis [36] in their research. It helps to rule out any misun-
derstandings or flaws at an early stage, and makes sure the direction of the design is in line with
the needs of the users. According to Gould and Lewis [36], the most effective user interaction is
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achieved by making end users part of the design team, facilitating direct contact between design-
ers and potential users. Through personal interviews and observations of users, the designers can
learn a lot about their users and the nature of the problems that the system is intended to solve.
The user characteristics assessment should be conducted at the very earliest stages of the process,
prior to system design. Once implementation has begun, it is usually very hard to re-arrange the
usability requirements without substantial work. An alternative to having a panel of real users
at the designers’ disposal, the less expensive concept of personas can be used. Personas are
made-up characters intended to resemble the characteristics of representative users.
Empirical Measurement
The second principle of design, according to Gould and Lewis [36], is Empirical Measurement.
Intended users should test the system early in the design process, using simulators and proto-
types, and their performance and attitudes towards the system should be evaluated according to
empirical methods. The authors stress that the usability tests should measure how easily people
can learn and use the prototype, not how the system conforms to functional requirements, which
usually is the objective of a system test. They further claim that “reviewing or demonstrating a
prototype system for typical users and getting their reaction to it can result in misleading con-
clusions.”. People who have developed a system think differently about its use, do not make the
same mistakes, and use it differently from novices. Users should be given simple tasks to carry
out, and their performance, thoughts, and attitudes should be recorded and analyzed.” [36]
Iterative Design
When problems or issues are encountered during user testing, they must be identified, rectified,
and tested again. This results in a cyclic process of prototyping, testing, analyzing, and refining
a product or process. At each iteration, new improvements are added, and results of the behav-
ioral testing are incorporated into the next version of the system – ultimately moving towards
the final design. In iterative design, interaction with the designed system is used as a form of
research for informing and evolving a project, as successive versions, or iterations of a design are
implemented. Gould and Lewis [36] argue that software projects will benefit from an iterative
development phase, however, it will only be feasible if an implementation strategy that permits
early testing of design features and cheap modification of the evolving implementation has been
planned. Such a strategy has to include fast flexible prototyping and highly modular implemen-
tation. After Gould and Lewis described the iterative design methodology back in 1985, it has
since gained widespread recognition within the software development community. Nielsen [60]
showed how iterative user interface design used in four case studies improved the overall usabil-
ity from the first to the last iteration with 165%, while the median improvement per iteration was
38%. The design-science research method used in this project supports iterative design, and the
.NET technology facilitates rapid development.
During more recent years, other design methodologies have emerged, such as the ones belonging
to the agile [74, 49] group of development methodologies: Extreme Programming (XP) [12],
Scrum [72], and the Rational Unified Process (RUP). However, the discussion of these topics
falls outside the scope of this project.
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3.3.3 How to measure usability?
We now know that usability is an expression of how easy a computer system is to learn and
use, but how do we measure the usability of a system? There are a variety of methods currently
in use to evaluate usability. Some methods make use of empirical data gathered from a group
of potential users, while others rely on usability experts. Different evaluation methods apply
to different stages of the design and development cycle. Some methods are intended to assess
certain usability characteristics early in the process by evaluating the product specification, while
other methods should be used to evaluate the final system. In addition, cost and time constraints
are factors that should be considered when choosing the appropriate usability evaluation method.
The evaluation methods can be classified into the following categories: (1) Cognitive modeling
methods, (2) Inspection methods, (3) Inquiry methods, (4) Prototyping methods, (5) Testing
methods, and (6) Other methods.
Cognitive modeling
Cognitive modeling involves creating a computation model to simulate or predict human behavior
or performance on a given task [62]. Parameters which are measured can be such as key strokes
and hand movement, for example the time it takes to select a menu item. This information can
be used to improve user interfaces or predict problems during the design process. GOMS [15] is
an example of a cognitive modeling method.
Inspection evaluation: cognitive walkthrough
Inspection evaluation methods involve observation of users while they carry out a specific task.
Often these tests are carried out in a controlled environment allowing quantitative data to be
recorded. An example of inspection evaluation is cognitive walkthrough [84], where a team of
evaluators walk through the application discussing usability issues through the use of a paper
prototype or a working prototype. This method is good at refining requirements and does not re-
quire a fully functional prototype, but it does not address user satisfaction or efficiency. Also, the
designers may not behave as the average user when using the application. Cognitive walkthrough
can be applied at all stages of the development process.
Focus groups and interviews
The Inquiry evaluation methods involve collecting qualitative data from users. Data is usually
gathered through focus groups or personal interviews. In a focus group a moderator guides a
discussion with a group of users of the application. Focus groups can help improve customer
relations, and produce useful ideas from the potential users. However, it can be expensive and
time consuming to schedule the meetings with the participants. One should be aware that this
method may provide inaccurate results, because the environment is not natural to the user. Focus
groups are best suited for testing and evaluation of a working application or prototype.
Interviews can be conducted among potential users or other shareholders with interests in
the project to find out about their expectations and experience. It requires fewer participants
than with focus groups, and detailed information can be obtained. However, it requires personal
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attendance. Interviews can be conducted at different stages of the process to gather opinions from
different people.
Prototyping
Rapid prototyping is a method that can be used in early stages of development to validate and
refine the usability of a system. It is often very difficult for designers to conduct usability tests
with the exact system being designed. Cost constraints, size, and design constraints usually lead
the designer to creating a prototype of the system. For example, paper prototypes provide a cheap
and simple mean to evaluate user interface designs without the need for an expensive working
model. Rapid prototyping is well suited for identifying flaws with the design, or clarify misun-
derstandings before actual implementation begins. The disadvantage of this technique is that it
can be hard for users to visualize how the final system will behave based on a simple prototype.
A set of paper prototypes were created prior to the first implementation to help visualize the
system and graphical user interface.
Remote usability testing and the “think-aloud protocol”
A commonly used method for conducting usability testing is the “think-aloud protocol” based on
the work of Ericsson and Simon [28, 29]. Users are asked to express their thoughts (what they
think, do, or feel) about the application while they are performing a set of specified tasks. The
tests are often recorded on video or audio tapes, and observers usually take notes as the users
go about their tasks. This gives usability engineers information about how the user interface
matches the natural human way of thinking and acting, and highlights the features and processes
to be improved. Results from such tests are usually quite reliable and close to what would be
experienced by users in a real-world environment, however, the unnatural environment might be
perceived as disturbing to the user. This method is useful in capturing users’ attitude towards
the system, and is often successful in pinpointing specific problems with the design. Often the
system is modified to (transparently) record some quantitative measures as well, such as the time
to complete a specific task or the number of errors encountered during the test.
A similar method is remote usability testing, where the experimenter does not directly ob-
serve the users while they use the system. Instead, the participants provide feedback through a
survey (e.g. online questionnaire), which provides the ability to gather data from a large sample
of test persons. Remote testing has the advantage that the tests can be carried out in the user’s
own environment rather than in usability labs, however it can be hard to control the participants
and provide assistance during the tests. Therefore, remote testing should only be used when the
system (or the particular module to be tested) is fairly functional, and free from obvious bugs.
Other methods
Various other methods are also used to evaluate the usability of a system. Benchmarking is a
method which can be used to establish standardized threshold values for four key characteristics
of a particular type of design: time to perform the task, time to fix errors, time to learn the
application, and the functionality. Other designs can then be compared to the benchmark to
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determine the usability of the system. Meta-Analysis [85] is another method, which combines
the results of several studies to reach a more informed conclusion.
Metrics in quantitative evaluation methods
While some usability tests intend to elicit cognitive information from the subjects, such as their
feelings, thoughts, and attitudes towards a system, other tests require the use of more quantitative
metrics to assess the usability of a system. These metrics depend on the goals of the project, its
quality requirements, and the current stage of the system. To test typical usability characteris-
tics such as the effectiveness and efficiency of the system, one can measure how long it takes to
complete the tasks, success/failure ratio, etc. More general usability factors such as user satis-
faction and intention to use can be measured using rating scales of satisfaction, by measuring the
percentage of users that completes the task, or by recording how many times the user expressed
frustration with the system [48]. MSAM and TAM are instruments that measure usability metrics
such as perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and intention to use by collecting empirical
data from a sample of target users.
3.3.4 Addressing usability in mobile applications
The overall principles of usability discussed above apply to mobile services as well. However,
the form factor and technical specifications of mobile devices may influence the usability of
such applications in ways that differ from usability in general. Handheld devices such as cell
phones and PDAs are much smaller in size than desktop computers, and they often come with
low resolution displays in different sizes and proportions. In addition, mobile devices may have
limited means for controlling the system, e.g. small and few buttons. This imposes several
challenges with regard to the design of mobile applications:
• How should information be presented in a clear way on a screen with limited space?
• How should the user interface adapt to different screen sizes, resolutions, and layouts (por-
trait vs. landscape)?
• How should the system facilitate easy and intuitive navigation? Input devices may differ
between devices, so the application might need to support more than one input device. For
example: stylus, keypad, and/or voice control.
• It is often cumbersome to enter text on a mobile device, in which case it is better to allow
the user to make selections instead.
• Users may have less experience of using mobile services than they have of using their
computer. Because of this, the system must be very easy to learn and use.
• Mobile devices are based on different platforms which often use proprietary programming
languages and application programming interfaces (APIs). This makes it hard to develop
cross-platform mobile services.
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• Mobile devices are often used in highly dynamic environments, and factors like lighting,
noise, wind conditions, and temperature can affect the usability of the application. On the
contrary, desktop computers have more predictable environments.
• Limited processing power and memory put constraints on the complexity of the applica-
tion. If the application is sluggish and navigation is slow, the usability of the system is
depreciated.
We can relate many of these challenges to the Principles of User Interface Design described
by Constantine and Lockwood [19, 20] in their research on usability. By organizing the user
interface in meaningful ways, important information and frequently used functions can be made
easily accessible. Moreover, by keeping the number of steps necessary to carry out a task small,
the efficiency increases, and the likelihood for errors is reduced. This is in line with Nielsen’s
and Shneiderman’s five factors for good system design which were discussed in section 3.3.1.
The tolerance principle states that the design should be flexible and tolerant. To achieve this, the
system can be designed to allow multiple input devices to be used for controlling the system (e.g.
both a stylus on touch screens and a keypad on devices without this possibility), the user interface
can automatically stretch and align according to the screen properties, etc. By following these
guidelines, the usability of the system will improve, and so will the user satisfaction.
Laboratory vs. real-world testing
When evaluating mobile services, the process is often a bit more involved because of the portable
nature of handheld devices. Mobile services are designed to be used in everyday situations,
often under rapidly changing environments. Therefore, laboratory testing is not always feasible.
A typical usability test laboratory consists of a living room or office-like area connected to a
monitoring area with a one-way mirror. Traditional inspection evaluation methods may not be
used as it is difficult to observe what the user is doing within the application because of the
small screen. Additional technology or software may be used to facilitate information capturing
during the tests. A common approach is to attach a small camera to the device, in order for the
designers to later analyze how the user interacted with the system. However, these devices may
be inconvenient for the user, and can potentially influence the results of the test. Thus, the test
setup itself may actually impede the usability of the system. Another option is to install special
screen capturing software on the mobile device, which makes a video recording of the screen
while the test person is operating the system. This approach is unobtrusive to the user, but on
the other hand it does not capture emotional response or physical interaction (e.g. click of a
hardware button). Another implication of screen capturing software is that it usually requires
the device to be connected to a computer through a cable. This is likely to affect the mobility
of the test scenario. A literature study by Kjeldskov and Graham [45] revealed that most (71%)
mobile usability evaluations were conducted in laboratory settings. This may be due to data
collection techniques such as think aloud, video recording or observations being difficult in the
field. In 2005, Kaikkonen et al. [44] conducted a comparative study exploring the effect of the
environment in usability tests. Their results were somewhat surprising: the cost of conducting a
time-consuming field test is not worthwhile when searching user interface flaws to improve user
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interaction. They further conclude that “usability testing a mobile application in the laboratory
seems to be sufficient when studying user interface and navigation issues.”
We believe that the need for a field test largely depends on the nature of the mobile service
that is to be tested, and the kind of problems it is designed to address. It is reasons to believe
some applications can only be tested thoroughly in a real-world environment. For example,
a digital journaling service for doctors should account for the typical workflow of the doctor,
how he interacts with the patients, etc. It would be hard to discover all potential flaws with the
design in a laboratory test. We believe the usability of such a system will be better evaluated
after a period of regular use in familiar surroundings, because the context may affect the usage
and performance. Mobile applications may also utilize the portability of the user, for example
by adapting their behavior according to the location, in which case a field test may be the only
option. This is also in keeping with the conclusion of Kaikkonen et al. [44]. On the other hand,
in a laboratory test the moderators have much more control over the environment, and it is easier
to prevent external factors and unexpected interruptions from interfering with the test. A pilot
study should be performed initially to check the feasibility and to discover any inadequacies with
the design, and then it can be accompanied with a field study at a later point. To quote Kaikkonen
et al. [44]:
“In a field test, running a pre-test or a pilot is critical: there are so many details that
can go wrong, and you really need to check that everything is working correctly.”
3.3.5 Technology acceptance models and theories
Mobile computing and mobile application services is a relatively new field of research. When
introducing new information technology, it is critical to study the factors that influence the users’
intention to adopt the new services. Developers and vendors can apply this knowledge throughout
the design and implementation process to create a better service. Various technology acceptance
models and theories have been suggested to assist developers in the evaluation of new software
applications. In this section, we will have a closer look at some of the major reference models.
While some of the models do not directly apply to our research approach, the models that we use
are largely derived from them. We have therefore included them for completeness.
Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA)
The Theory of Reasoned Action [6, 31] is derived from the field of social psychology. The
theory posits that a person’s volitional behavior is a function of an individual’s attitude towards
the behavior and subjective norms surrounding the performance of the behavior. In other words,
if a person intends to do a behavior, then it is likely that the person will do it. According to
Miller [54], a person’s attitude is defined as the sum of beliefs about a particular behavior; the
individual’s positive or negative feelings about the behavior, and consequences arising from the
behavior. The subjective norms concern how other people important to the individual perceive
the behavior. For example, if the individual feel that a new application will be beneficial (e.g.
increase task efficiency), and at the same time his co-workers encourage him to use the system, it
is likely that the individual intend to use the new system. One should note, though, that attitudes
and norms are not weighted equally. Some people may care less for what people think and put
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more weight to their own attitudes, and vice versa. This is especially true concerning behavior
that results in significant personal gain. The TRA has formed the basis for many subsequent
theories and models.
Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB)
The Theory of Planned Behavior [5] is an extension of the Theory of Reasoned Action. Ajzen [5]
felt the TRA was lacking one important factor. He claimed that individual behavior, in addition
to attitude and subjective norms, also is influenced by the ease of which the behavior can be
performed which he referred to as perceived behavioral control. The behavioral control is defined
as one’s perception of the difficulty of performing a behavior, including required effort, resources,
etc.
Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT)
The diffusion of innovations theory, proposed by Rogers [70], has been widely adopted in IS re-
search over the past years. The theory seeks to capture how, why, and at what rate new ideas and
technology spread throughout cultures. According to Rogers [70], people are seen as possessing
different degrees of willingness to adopt innovations (e.g. new technology), and thus it is gener-
ally observed that the portion of the population adopting an innovation is approximately normally
distributed over time. Breaking this normal distribution into segments leads to the segregation of
individuals into the following five categories of individual innovativeness (from earliest to latest
adopters): innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority, laggards [70]. Rogers [70]
suggested that the rate of adoption of innovations is impacted by five factors: relative advan-
tage, compatibility, trialability, observability, and complexity. This list was later expanded in the
context of IS research to include voluntariness, image, ease of use, result demonstrability, and
visibility [57]. A more general model for the adoption of information technology is illustrated in
Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: The IS Diffusion Variance Model [3, 21, 22]
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Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)
The Technology Acceptance Model is an extension of the TRA, with the purpose to model how
users approach and perceive new information systems and technology. The TAM suggests that a
person’s intention to use a system is determined by two main factors: perceived usefulness (PU)
and perceived ease of use (PEoU). Davis [23] defines PU as the degree to which a person believes
that using a particular system would enhance his or her task performance. Furthermore, PEoU
is defined as the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would be free
from effort [23].
Nevertheless, a strong indication of intention to use does not implicitly stipulate actual use.
The model implies that when someone forms an intention to act, they will be free to act without
limitation. In practice constraints such as limited ability, time, environmental or organizational
limits, and unconscious habits will limit the freedom to act. Thus, actual usage may not be a
direct or immediate consequence of people’s attitudes and intentions [9]. TAM is one of the
most widely accepted models, and has been successfully applied to predict user acceptance of
various new information technologies [32]. The correlation between the various factors of TAM
is illustrated in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: The Technology Acceptance Model from Davis et al. [24]
Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT)
The Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) proposed by Venkatesh
et al. [80] extends TAM to take into account four new constructs (Performance Expectancy, Ef-
fort Expectancy, Social Influence, and Facilitating Conditions) that bear significant influence on
behavioral intention and ultimately usage of technologies. The variables of gender, age, expe-
rience and voluntariness of use are posited to mediate the impact of the four key constructs on
usage intention and behavior as shown on Figure 3.4. The theory was developed through a re-
view and consolidation of the constructs of eight models that earlier research had employed to
explain IS usage behavior: the Theory of Reasoned Action [6, 31]; the Technology Acceptance
Model [23]; the Motivational Model [25]; the Theory of planned behavior [5]; a combined TP-
B/TAM [77]; the Model of PC Utilization [78]; the Innovation Diffusion Theory [70]; and Social
Cognitive Theory [10, 16, 17, 18]). Subsequent validation of UTAUT in a longitudinal study
found it to account for 70% of the variance in usage intention [80].
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Figure 3.4: The Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology [80]
Mobile Services Acceptance Model (MSAM)
As previous research has shown, there exist well established models and theories for assessing
the user acceptance of new ICT and IS. However, none of the above models were developed with
mobile information systems in mind. Therefore, it is important to study the factors that influence
the user adoption of mobile applications in particular. Gao et al. [32] propose an extended tech-
nology acceptance model, called the Mobile Services Acceptance Model (MSAM). The model
is based on TAM, but also considers the influence of trust, context, and personal initiatives and
characteristics on user adoption of mobile information systems.
The constructs Perceived Usefulness and Perceived Ease of Use were adopted from TAM.
Figure 3.5 depicts that context (i.e. location, identity, resources, etc.) has a direct impact on
the perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use of the system. For example, a mobile ap-
plication may have higher perceived usefulness when no desktop computer is available. The
personal initiatives can be defined as the user’s willingness to try out new applications. Some
people are more susceptive to new technology and innovations than others, which may be ex-
plained by the diffusion of innovations theory. The personal characteristics include the following
elements: age, gender, educational background, knowledge and skills, culture, and preference.
The Trust construct captures users’ beliefs or faiths in a mobile system in terms of potential
security and privacy threats. Trust is of concern in any software application, but the heteroge-
neous, ubiquitous nature of mobile computing presents additional challenges to the developers of
such systems. For example, wireless communication requires data encryption schemes to protect
against eavesdropping [56].
Many factors may influence people’s trust in mobile applications; such as the ability to con-
trol privacy settings and personal preferences. A reputable software provider will also engender
trust and integrity in the application. As illustrated in Figure 3.5, trust is assumed to directly
influence the intention to use mobile applications. Intention to use refers to people’s motives to
adopt a particular piece of software. According to Gao et al. [32], the perceived usefulness and
perceived ease of use are positively correlated with usage intention. Likewise, previous research
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work [24] has confirmed that perceived ease of use has a positive effect on perceived usefulness.
In a recent case study [32], the MSAM was applied to a location based service named Find-
MyFriends. The aim of the system was to allow people to locate each other during the student
festival UKA-07. The study demonstrates the applicability of the MSAM, and suggests that it is
a suitable model for evaluating user adoption of mobile services.
In our study, we are using a revised version of the Mobile Services Acceptance Model to
evaluate the MSIS system. We have kept the six main constructs; PU, PEoU, Trust, Personal
Initiatives and Characteristics, Context, and Intention to Use, but the model has been adapted
to better capture the distinctive characteristics of the MSIS system. The MSAM was initially
developed for mobile e-commerce applications, thus some of the measurement items were not
relevant to our project.
Figure 3.5: The Mobile Services Acceptance Model [32]
3.3.6 The measurement constructs
Before deciding which models and techniques to employ in our research, we needed to have a
clear understanding of which parameters and aspects of the system that were to be measured.
In a traditional usability study, the focus is mainly on the functional aspects of the system. Us-
ability testing measures the ease of use of a particular system or part of a system, and the aim
is to discover errors and areas of improvements by observing people as they interact with the
system. Usability tests can be executed under highly controlled conditions in a laboratory, or un-
der conditions that closely mimic the user’s own work environment. Usability testing generally
involves measuring how well test subjects respond in four areas: efficiency, accuracy, recall, and
emotional response [61], which relate to Nielsen and Shneiderman’s principles of good system
design.
• Efficiency: measures how much time is required for people to complete a task using the
system, e.g. the number of steps involved.
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• Accuracy: how many mistakes did people make? Did the system provide useful error
messages and information, or were the errors fatal and non-recoverable?
• Recall: how much does the person remember afterwards or after periods of non-use?
• Emotional response: what feelings does the person express towards the system? Is the
person confident completing the task, or do they find the situation stressful?
The evaluation in this project has been conducted in accordance with these principles, but we
have also considered some additional factors introduced by MSAM. Of particular interest are
the impact of context, and the notion of trust on user adoption of mobile services. For each
of the constructs defined by the MSAM, we composed a number of measurement items. A 7-
point Likert scale was used to measure the responses to each of the items. The usefulness and
perceived ease of use measures to what extent people will benefit from using the system, in terms
of increased task efficiency and lower error rate. The trust, personal initiatives and characteristics,
and intention to use constructs concern the users’ emotional response towards the system. Due
to the nature of mobile services, the notion of context becomes an important factor. Context in
this regard concerns characteristics about the user, such as their location, past experience/history,
social factors, and so forth. These are some of the factors that may influence how likely the user
is to adopt the system.

Chapter 4
Evaluation
“It is a fine thing to be honest, but it is also very important to be right.”
–Winston Churchill
4.1 Introduction
To get an understanding of how well our system works in a real environment, we decided to
carry out a usability test and user acceptance survey among our intended users. A group of 25
students were invited to participate in the study. The test group consisted of students from various
study programs, including people with both technical and non-technical background. Most of the
survey participants had at least one mobile device and had some previous experience with mobile
applications. Students at all levels participated, ranging from first year students to graduates.
This diversity among the test persons is expected to produce a more balanced view. The study
constitutes an important part of our final evaluation of this project. The results from the study
will either confirm or reject our hypothesis that a system like MSIS is capable of conveying user-
centric information to students at NTNU, and thus improve upon the current information services
available. Findings from our preliminary study last autumn confirmed that the students were not
particularly satisfied with the current systems.
The evaluation process is twofold. One part involves a qualitative study, which in many ways
is similar to a usability test, where the focus is on the usability of the system and its services,
and how it is perceived by its users. The other part of the study consists of a quantitative survey
based on an empirical model for estimating user acceptance of mobile services. The purpose of
the quantitative survey is to investigate whether the target group intends to use the system and
how they see it fit their needs. The qualitative study makes use of a number of scenarios intended
to illustrate the various range of uses. Feedback was gathered by observing the users during the
test, and the participants were asked to write down notes while they carried out the tasks specified
in the scenarios.
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Before commencing the test, the participants were given a brief introduction to the MSIS
system and the services it provides. A mobile device with the application pre-installed was
handed out. The participants were also informed that the data being collected were part of a
research study.
4.2 The usability test
The usability tests were carried out in accordance with the inspection evaluation method, in an
environment resembling a real-world situation for the students. The “think-aloud protocol” was
applied to elicit cognitive feedback from the participants during the tests. Each test lasted for
approximately 45 minutes. Two scenarios were proposed to illustrate the use of the application.
The scenarios consisted of a number of tasks that students are likely to encounter during their stay
at the university. The first scenario concerned the location finder service and map service. The
test person was first asked to log on to the system using the provided username and password.
Then, using the touch screen navigation, they were instructed to open the location search tool
and locate a computer lab in the IT building. The task included paper prints of the relevant
maps on which the position should be indicated. We used this as a mean to later check that the
correct positioning data was returned. It could always be a chance for some students would mark
the location on the correct position on the paper map, without actually using the application to
find the location. To avoid this, we picked a less known laboratory room which we believe few
students would be able to pinpoint without using the application.
In the last part of the scenario we tested the Wi-Fi positioning module. The positioning
module provides GPS-like functionality within the coverage area of any wireless network. In
contrast to the traditional GPS system, our positioning service works equally well indoors as
outdoors. Because GPS relies on an unobstructed view to the satellites it works poor inside
buildings. Our positioning service allows users to query their current position and the name of
the location from any room or building throughout campus. The test persons were asked to walk
to a lecture hall nearby, then activate the “Where am I” function. The system would then denote
their current position on a map, and show a description of the location. We also walked around
a bit to test the service on other locations to get a better understanding of how the service is
supposed to help people get acquainted with the campus area. It is natural to think this service is
of more importance to junior students than senior students.
In the second scenario, the schedule service was put to the test. The scenario consisted of
three sub tasks. The first task was to log on to the web-based administration interface using a
computer. The administration interface allows users to manage their user profile, change their
account password, and add or remove courses through a regular web browser. The course list
is used to generate a time table showing lectures and exercise guidance hours for the present
week. The test persons were each assigned a user profile which contained information about the
student’s courses and study program. We allowed for users to enter arbitrary course codes and
study programs to test the flexibility of the system. A set of example data was provided for those
who did not attend any classes this semester.
Next, the testers were asked to start the schedule service in the MSIS client application. The
schedule shows information about upcoming lecture hours and exercise guidance hours for the
courses supplied in the previous task. The start and ending time, room number, and teacher is
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displayed for each appointment. To verify the correctness of the data, the test persons were asked
to note down the information on a piece of paper. This allowed us to review the results later
in order to verify the validity of the data. In the last task, the integration between the schedule
service and the map service was tested. It is possible to click on an appointment in the schedule
to have the location indicated on a map.
During the tests we observed the participants and how they interacted with the system. To
measure how intuitive and easy to learn the user interface is for new users, the participants were
offered as little assistance as possible during the tests. Gould and Lewis [36] discuss the im-
portance of empirical measurement with respect to usability design; potential users do seldom
perceive the system in the same way as the developers. They argue that one is more likely to
obtain a correct measure of a system’s usability by observing users while they carry out basic
tasks, instead of just demonstrating the prototype. We wanted to observe the participants’ emo-
tional responses while operating the system. This proved to be difficult when running many tests
simultaneously; therefore we decided to perform no more than two tests at any given time. It
was more time consuming, but it had several advantages. First of all, it became easier to find a
suitable time slot for each participant. It is important to keep in mind that our test persons were
occupied most of the day, and participated on a voluntary basis during their spare time. A few of
the test persons were interviewed after completing the test, to elicit detailed feedback regarding
particular parts of the scenarios. As such, several usability evaluation methods were applied to
gather as much information as possible from the tests. To be able to offer some incentive while
recruiting testers, we arranged a prize draw among the participants. The original usability test
scenarios in Norwegian are included in Appendix A.
4.3 The user acceptance survey
The user acceptance survey is an empirical study based on the Mobile Services Acceptance
Model (MSAM) developed by Gao et al. [32].
The MSAM is an instrument which is used to estimate the usefulness and usability of mobile
applications. It base its assumption on a set of quantifiable data gathered from a group of users,
which are likely to be among the intended target group. The survey respondents were the same
that also participated in the usability test. The respondents were asked to evaluate the system
according to a number of constructs which are described in section 3.3.5. To measure the im-
pact of these constructs on mobile service adoption, the respondents were asked to specify their
degree of agreement with a total of 33 statements (measurement items). A 7-point Likert scale,
with 1 being the negative end of the scale (Strongly Disagree) and 7 being the positive end of the
scale (Strongly Agree), was used to measure participants’ responses to items in the questionnaire.
These ratings were then analyzed to estimate the individual’s intention to use the application. The
instrument also describes how factors such as context, personal initiatives, and trust influence the
user adoption of the mobile service. The survey seeks to address the behavioral aspects of in-
formation system research; human and organizational impacts of IS design and implementation,
which according to Hevner et al. [41] are an important determinant for final acceptance of the
system.
A 7-point scale was selected for the instrument because it has been used in previous re-
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search [32], and the model has shown to give the best results with a 7-point scale. A recent study
conducted by Dawes [26] examines how using Likert scales with 5-point, 7-point or 10-point
format affects the resultant data in terms of mean scores, and measures of dispersion and shape.
Most researchers will agree that more than seven points on a scale are too much. People are not
able to place their point of view on a scale greater than seven as it becomes too dispersed. On the
other hand, a small scale may be too narrow and not allow for sufficient nuances in the responses.
According to a study by Alwin and Krosnick [7], scales of 5 - 7 points seem to be the most ac-
curate and produce the most reliable results. It is common practice to choose an odd-numbered
scale in surveys were respondents may remain neutral to some statements. In studies were the
respondents should be “forced” to make a statement, an even-numbered scale may be used (e.g.
2-, 4-, or 6-point scale). Findings show that a 5- or 7-point scale may produce slightly higher
mean scores relative to the highest possible attainable score, compared to those produced from a
10-point scale [26]. Regarding the order of the scale, we have not been able to find any strong
academic reference that favor one over the other. Though, the general perception by looking at
example surveys in academic literature seems to be that it is better to go from the negative to the
positive (left to right).
MSAM propose seven hypotheses, relating user’s adoption of mobile service to the correlations
between the measurement constructs [33]:
H1 Context has a direct positive effect on Perceived Usefulness.
H2 Context has a direct positive effect on Perceived Ease of Use.
H3 Perceived Ease of Use has a direct positive effect on Perceived Usefulness.
H4 Personal Initiatives and Characteristics has a direct positive effect Intention to Use.
H5 Trust has a direct positive effect on Intention to Use.
H6 Perceived Usefulness has a direct positive effect on Intention to Use.
H7 Perceived Ease of Use has a direct positive effect on Intention to Use.
As this study is one of the first to make use of the Mobile Services Acceptance Model in the
evaluation of a mobile service, it also serves to assess the validity of the hypotheses by analyzing
actual user responses. The findings may be used to further improve upon or make enhancements
to the research model in future studies.
The complete user acceptance survey is included in Appendix B.
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4.4 Presentation of the test results
In this section we will present the results and findings from the usability and user acceptance
tests. We will start with a discussion of the qualitative data gathered from the usability tests. In
the next section, the data from the mobile services user acceptance survey will be analyzed. As
mentioned above, the usability tests were based on common scenarios that illustrate the use of
the various services provided by the system. At the end of each task the users were encouraged
to give comments and feedback with regard to usability of the graphical user interface, response
time, and task difficulty. The following observations are based on comments obtained from the
participants, as well as feedback collected during discussions with a selection of the test subjects.
The results are presented in the same order as the tasks were performed.
4.4.1 Usability test
Test Scenario 1
Logging on to the system
The first step is for the user to log on to the system using the provided username and password.
From an educational and psychological perspective, we wanted to start the test with a simple
task because it helps boost the confidence of the participant. A usability test can be a distressing
situation for the participants, and as such a “flying start” may contribute to a pleasant experience.
Locating a room
In the next task the test person were asked to find a computer lab using the location search
tool. During the first two tests there were some comments about the shape and wording of the
actual task. Since most of the test persons had never used a Windows Mobile handheld device
previously, there was some confusion and misunderstandings with regard to whether certain parts
and controls were part of our system or the operating system. Likewise, the on-screen keyboard
was a bit awkward compared to the keys on a traditional mobile phone. Considering that almost
no one had experience with Windows Mobile devices we expected this to become a challenge; the
test persons may be inclined to comment on issues pertaining to the device or operating system
rather than our system. This did not turn out to be a problem. Some adjustments were made to
rule out any confusion.
An issue which occurred a few times was due to instabilities of the network. The device
occasionally lost connection to the wireless network, which affected the operation of the system.
This is reflected in Figure 4.1 which shows the success rate of the “location search” test. As
depicted by the chart, one test failed on the first attempt due to a network problem. After the
connection was restored, the test completed successfully. These problems can however not be
contributed to our system, as it was caused by a weakness in the network component of the
device, or a problem with the Wi-Fi infrastructure (i.e. poor signal reception). Strangely enough,
these issues were only present on the first test day, which lead us to believe the problem was
somehow related to an issue with the network that particular day. After this incident we modified
the system to alert the user if the network connection unexpectedly is lost. We also implemented
a Wi-Fi network status indicator, informing the user of the signal reception.
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Figure 4.1: Test results - location search service
All the test persons were able to find the correct location without any intervention from us. The
map service also worked flawlessly. One user felt the zoom buttons were at a bit too small. It
is easy to increase the size of the buttons, but it is also a trade-off with visible map area on the
limited screen size. At least one respondent expected the zoom to work by also clicking directly
on the location pin. This will likely not be implemented. First of all, it would be difficult to
differentiate between the zoom-in and zoom-out functionality, and secondly, it would interfere
with the drag-and-drop functionality for scrolling the map. A few minor bugs were reported and
fixed. A suggestion was given by several participants that the map should be automatically cen-
tered on the target location. This suggestion has been implemented in the final version. Another
suggestion concerning the possibility for viewing adjacent floors within the same building was
brought up when working with the map. It might be a good idea and is definitely something we
will consider. We also got feedback from a few that the cardinal points should be indicated on
the map for easier orientation.
The geographical positioning functionality
The geographical positioning module of the location service was tested by walking with the
test person to a particular location, a large auditorium in the IT building, then activating the
system. The current position of the user should then be indicated on the corresponding map,
along with a textual description of the location. In this case, the description includes the name
of the auditorium, the floor number, and some information about the auditorium. The initial test
scenario did only include one location; however, we decided to try out the service in other nearby
locations as well. One of the reasons for this was to demonstrate that the data was indeed returned
from the Wi-Fi positioning module based on the location fingerprint, and not just fake data hard-
coded into the source code of the application. As Figure 4.2 shows, in 88% (22/25) of the tests
the correct location and position was returned at the first attempt. In two tests the system at first
did not return a location at all, but at the second attempt it worked correctly. We believe that
this was due to network interference which affected the wireless signals, or that the test person’s
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orientation resulted in a discrepancy between the observed fingerprint and the fingerprint stored
in the location database. Especially if the signal reception is poor, the characteristics of the
observed signals can vary, and therefore in some cases no match is found in the database. When
this happens, it is usually enough to change the orientation of the device or move a few feet to get
a proper reading. In one test the network connection was lost which obviously prevented us from
completing the test. This problem, however, was caused by the phone or wireless network and
not our system. After restarting the phone the problem had disappeared, so likely it was some
networking component in Windows Mobile that had failed. It is worth mentioning, that at no
point were incorrect data returned by the system, such as a wrong location or a map error. It is
our opinion that no data is preferred over incorrect data.
Figure 4.2: Test results - geographical positioning module
The response time was perceived as either “very good” or “acceptable”, which we are pleased
with. Especially, considering that the application server was running on low-end hardware over
a home ADSL Internet connection, and most of the data is retrieved in real-time via the network.
Each operation was completed in 1-3 seconds. This is well within the upper bound of 5 seconds
defined in the requirements specification for the system (see [56], section 5.3.2). In a produc-
tion environment, a more reliable network connection together with dedicated servers will likely
improve the response time even further. Similar to all applications utilizing networking, tempo-
rary congestion and network latency will of course affect the user experience of our system as
well. However, to minimize the impact of occasional network timeouts or temporary connection
problems, the system has been designed to offer limited functionality while in offline mode. For
example, if a map has already been downloaded it is possible to navigate around the map. Sim-
ilarly, it is possible to view the weekly schedule without an Internet connection if the schedule
has been previously loaded. This is at least better than to just lock down the application if the
connection is lost.
In general, the test persons were very pleased with the location search service. The user
interface appeared clear and intuitive, despite the fact that they had little previous experience
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with mobile services and Windows Mobile devices in general. Especially the “drag-and-drop”
feature with which you interact with the map was well-received. Some of the participants even
expressed excitement while operating the system, smiling and clearly enjoying working with the
system. Based on the feedback received, there are indications that the location search service
is perceived as more usefulness by first year students, and decreases as the student is becoming
acquainted with the campus. A more detailed analysis of the perceived usefulness is given in the
descriptive analysis of the survey in section 4.4.2.
Test Scenario 2
The second scenario involved the other main component of the MSIS system: the schedule ser-
vice. The scenario is based on a typical situation where a student wants to check the upcoming
lectures for the current week. As with the previous scenario, this scenario was also divided into
tasks. Each task was designed to test a particular functionality within the system.
The administration web interface
In Task 1, the test person was asked to log on to the web based administration interface and fill
out their user profile, including the courses they are attending and their study program code. For
students that did not attend any classes this semester, or for other reasons did not want to use
their own courses for the test, we provided a set of example data. Based on the feedback from
the test users, no serious issues were discovered with the web interface. Everything seemed to
work very well, and several participants pointed out that the interactive Ajax-based input fields
counted for a much improved user experience. Ajax (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) is a
group of interrelated web development techniques used to create interactive web applications,
improving the responsiveness and interactivity of web pages. Instead of having to remember
each course code, the system provides matching suggestions as soon as the user starts typing a
course name or course code into the text field. This makes the web page seem more responsive
and user-friendly as certain sections of the page can be updated without the need for a complete
page refresh. See Figure 4.3 for a screenshot illustrating the Ajax input fields.
We got a few suggestions regarding the web administration tool. To require less effort from
the user, one participant suggested that the system could automatically fill out the course list
based on the semester and line of study applying to the student. This way, the courses would
not have to be added manually. Although a good idea, it would complicate things quite a lot
because often students get to pick courses from different study programs or departments, and
these courses would require manual entry anyway. Therefore, we are in doubt whether the benefit
of such a feature would outweigh the implementation costs and implications. Currently, we do
not have access to a reliable source to pull this information from, such as which courses are
compulsory for each line of study. In the future, however, the schedule service could be integrated
with existing information systems at NTNU to automatically obtain the course information for
each student.
During the tests, it became evident that the functionality of the first prototype was lacking
in one area. In order to explain this, we will first briefly explain how the courses are organized
at NTNU and how this aligns with our system. Usually, a course is bound to one or more study
programs. The course is only intended for these study programs, and the lectures are scheduled
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Figure 4.3: Ajax-powered MSIS Web Administration Interface
accordingly. For example, the course “Object-oriented Programming” is planned for Computer
Science and Communication Technology (among others). We make use of this relationship when
the lecture schedule is generated for a particular student. A computer science student enters their
respective study program code in their profile, and the system returns matching lecture hours for
the course planned for Computer Science. Similarly, a potentially different set of lecture hours
are returned for the communication technology student. However, from time to time, the student
may sign up for courses which belong to a different study program and this is when the problem
occurs. For example, if a computer science student wants to attend a course in psychology, these
lecture hours would not show up in the schedule in the first version of MSIS, because they are
planned for a different line of study. There are two ways to solve this problem. Obviously, if
we remove the internal check that matches the study program code defined in the student profile
against the applicable program codes for each course, the problem would be solved. But then,
every lecture arranged for that course will be listed in the schedule regardless of the line of study
the student is pursuing. This is not particularly useful; especially considering some courses can
have in excess of five duplicate lectures each week. This would create a big mess on the small
mobile screen. Similarly, if the user chooses not to enter a study program in their profile, the
courses will show up as well, but this is not the intended behavior. A more elegant way to solve
this would be to allow individual courses to be excluded from the study program check. For
example, the web administration interface can offer a checkbox next to the course name, which
let the user turn on or off the study program check for that particular course. This way, courses
that belong to the student’s line of study would be handled as before, while elective courses are
processed according to the new rules. This is a quite important extension as almost every student
will attend a course from a different line of study at some point. The final version of the system
supports this feature.
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The mobile schedule service
After the user profile had been filled out in the previous task, the tester returned to the mobile
device. In this part of the scenario, the user starts the schedule service in the MSIS client appli-
cation, and a time table is automatically generated for the courses that have been assigned to the
user profile.
The schedule service worked very well. The lecture information for each course appeared
on the schedule with the correct date/time, room number and teacher. Initially, we wanted to
integrate our service directly with the database from the administration department, which con-
tains information about all the courses at NTNU. However, after being in contact with one of the
responsible for the database it became clear that no such interface currently exists. It was simply
not possible to extract the data from a third-party system. Therefore, we decided to use a sample
dataset (“snapshot”) from the database instead. After all, it was not crucial for the purpose of our
test to work with “live” data.
We got some suggestions for new features and improvements to the schedule service. These
suggestions are summarized in Figure 4.4. As the chart in Figure 4.4 shows, we received most
feedback regarding the lack of support for courses outside of the student’s study program. Three
of the participants specifically requested this feature, however, we believe a lot more users would
welcome this addition. The reason why not a larger proportion of the test group commented
on this functionality could be that they simply did not attend any courses from a different study
program at the time of the test, and therefore the aforementioned shortcoming was not apparent
to them at this point.
Figure 4.4: Suggestions for new features to the schedule service
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Next, two test persons would like the ability to show a weekly overview in addition to the
daily schedule. Of course, with the limited screen space it would not be possible to show much
information about each appointment for an entire week, but nevertheless, it would be useful to
get a quick overview of the weekly appointments without having to click through each day tab.
One way to accomplish this would be to indicate on the schedule when there is a lecture, for
instance, only showing the room number for the lecture. It should be possible to click on the
appointment to show more information. We will consider implementing this feature in the final
version of the application.
Regarding the ability to show both lectures and exercise guidance at the same time, we believe
this will not work particularly well because of the limited screen estate. With only one or two
courses, it could work, but with more courses it would quickly become messy. Instead, the user
can switch between a Lectures View and Exercises View. The last suggestion in the chart, the
ability to create schedules for non-school related appointments, is not a bad idea and one that
could easily be implemented. However, it is outside the scope of this project. The rest of the
suggestions are purely visual remarks or things pertaining to the graphical user interface. These
issues did not receive high priorities in the early stages of the system, however, they will be
considered in the final implementation of the system for enhanced usability.
Discussion
All in all, the feedback we got was very positive. Both the schedule service and the location ser-
vice worked well considering the application tested was a prototype. The test participants could
easily recognize the need for such a service. As expected, we observed that junior students rated
the usefulness of the system higher than some of the senior students. This applies in particular
to the location service, considering senior students are more familiar with the campus area than
new students. They could easily see how the availability of a service like this would have been
beneficial when they first started at NTNU, although they might not need it as much today. The
schedule service, however, was perceived as useful for both juniors and seniors. During the work
with the system, we have also received positive feedback from several staff members as well.
With the large amount of meeting rooms at NTNU, it is convenient to have a location search
service easily accessible.
As mentioned initially, the test group consisted of people with different backgrounds. We
were curious to find out whether a mobile service like this would only appeal to technology
savvy users, and if users with less computer skills would hesitate to adopt the service. Our
results do not indicate this is the case. Virtually all the participants were positive to the service
regardless of their profession. What we did notice, however, was that the technology savvy users
gave more comments regarding the technical aspects of the service. They were for instance more
interested in the implementation and technical details behind the service than the rest of the test
persons. They also paid more attention to small technical subtleties which on the other hand was
insignificant for the non-technical users. For example, one computer science student instantly
expressed their satisfaction with the auto-complete feature in the administration panel. Others
regarded it just as a matter of course.
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4.4.2 Descriptive analysis of survey feedback
In this section, the results from the user acceptance survey will be analyzed and discussed. Be-
cause the Mobile Services Acceptance Model is still relatively new, this survey also serves to
assess the applicability and validity of the research model.
Responses to a Likert scale item are strictly speaking ordinal data, and as such, one cannot
assume that respondents perceive the difference between adjacent levels as equidistant. The data
have an inherent order or sequence, but one cannot assume that the respondent means that the
difference between agreeing and strongly agreeing is the same as between agreeing and being
undecided. Because of this, many researchers dissuade from using the mean as a measure of
item response. For example, it makes little sense to add a response of “Agree” (coded as 5) to a
response of “Undecided/Neutral” (coded as 4) to get a mean of 4.5. A more appropriate measure
is the median or mode, because they are less sensitive to extreme observations. On the other hand,
researchers are sometimes inclined to interpret Likert responses as interval (or “pseudo-interval”)
data, which allows more powerful statistical methods to be used [14].
We believe that the computed mean can provide some useful information, in that it gives
an indication of where the majority of the responses are centered. In some cases, the median
or mode can produce an incorrect picture. For example, in a sample of 15, say 13 respondents
strongly agree (coded as 7) with a given statement, one disagree (coded as 1), and one is neutral
(coded as 4). This would produce a median of 4 (neutral). If this item e.g. is a measure of the
perceived usability of a system, the median statistic does not capture the majority of the sample.
Taking the mode of the responses yields 7 (strongly agree) as the “average” response, which is
closer to the reality. However, the use of mode introduces other implications. The mode is not
necessarily unique, since the same maximum frequency may be attained at different values. This
causes ambiguity in the result set.
In the following we will analyze the data obtained from the survey and discuss the results.
The tables below use the same labeling for the measurement items as in the questionnaire (see
Appendix B). The tables show the percentage distribution of the responses categorized by each
construct. The last two rows show the summarized total of the measurement items. Total1 de-
notes the average response to that particular construct, based on the mode calculated from each
participants’ set of responses. To alleviate the impact of duplicate modes, the summarized mean
is included as well (Total2). The last column denotes the average score (mean).
Perceived Usefulness
Table 4.1 presents the results of the measurement items concerning the usefulness of the MSIS
application. According to the results, the location search tool was perceived as the most useful
service (item PU2), with an average score of 6.68. 96% (24) of the respondents agreed that the
system would be useful for them as students, while one respondent did not know if it would be
useful. The respondents only partially agreed that the system would better help them to schedule
their time. The average score for this statement was 5.52, which still is on the right side of the
center (neutral) point. One possible reason that this particular item did not get a higher score
might be due to all the other factors that affect the schedule of a student. The MSIS schedule
service is not sufficient to get a complete overview of the weekly schedule. After all, that is not
within the scope of the current MSIS system. For now, we have only integrated lecture hours and
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exercise guidance hours into the schedule service. However, the system may be extended in the
future to include other appointments as well.
All in all, the majority of the users perceived the system as easy to learn and interact with.
Based on the results, we believe new users would easily be able to adopt the system. The findings
from the user acceptance survey confirm the tendency which we described in the discussion of
the usability test; junior students rate the usefulness of the system higher than senior students.
This became apparent when analyzing the responses to item PU5: “The system would be useful
for me as a student”.
Table 4.1: Frequency Results - Perceived Usefulness
Perceived Ease of Use
The responses to the items pertaining to the perceived ease of use of the service is presented
in Table 4.2. It is interesting to note that no one thought they would have any problems with
learning to use the MSIS application. The majority of the respondents (52%) strongly agreed that
it would be easy for them to learn how to operate the system (item PEU1). All but one respondent
thought the system was user-friendly (PEU5). The user interface was also perceived as clear and
intuitive (PEU3); the average response to this statement was 6.24. The most frequent score was
“Strongly agree” (coded as 7). Item PEU4 got the lowest average score. Although many users
thought the system was flexible to work with, the results indicate that there might be room for
some improvement in this area. Another reason could be that respondents were uncertain how to
interpret the word ’flexible’ with regard to the system. During the tests, some of the respondents
specifically asked us to elaborate this statement. We did not find any evidence in dispersion of
the responses which could indicate that the year of the student had an influence on the perceived
ease of use.
Importance of Trust
As previously discussed, the notion of trust is believed to be an important factor for the adoption
of mobile services. We proposed seven measurement items related to trust in our user acceptance
survey. Table 4.3 shows the results of the Trust construct.
The single most important factor according to the results concerns the reliability of the data
provided by the system. 76% of the respondents gave this item the maximum importance, while
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Table 4.2: Frequency Results - Perceived Ease of Use
Table 4.3: Frequency Results - Trust
24% rated it as important (score of 6). These findings align well with our own assumptions; the
validity of the data is vital to the success of the system. The respondents were less concerned
about the provider of the system. Only one felt that the reputation of the software provider would
be a deciding factor for their intention to use the system, however, some respondents agreed to
the statement to some extent. The average score obtained for this item were 4.60. Generally,
the respondents were split in their opinions on this subject. On matters concerning privacy, the
majority of the respondents (80%) rated this as important (40%) or very important (40%).
To sum up, our findings indicate that there is a correlation between trust and the individual’s
intention to use a mobile service, and thus it confirms the hypothesis proposed by the Mobile
Services Acceptance Model. However, there are different aspects of trust which may apply to
different type of applications. For example, in our study, the most important factor proved to be
the reliability of data. This may have turned out differently if the application subject to evaluation
was for instance a service for mobile commerce, for which vendor reputation and recognition is
likely to be of greater concern (users are generally more cautious to adopt services which involve
financial transactions).
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Personal Initiatives & Characteristics
Table 4.4 presents the findings from the construct Personal Initiatives & Characteristics. By
looking at the responses to item PIC1 (“I am capable of using the system”), it shows that none of
the participants faced any problems which caused them not to be able to use the system. Worth
noting is that people in general hesitate to admit their own faults. I.e. they want to be capable of
using the system. Therefore, one should be careful to draw any final conclusions on the basis of
such data alone. However, in our case the responses to the other measurement items in the survey
were consistent with these results, so we have no reason to question the numbers.
Table 4.4: Frequency Results - Personal Initiatives & Characteristics
Furthermore, many of the respondents thought the system was somewhat amusing to use. 88%
thought it was fun to use the system (score 5-7), while 12% did not have an opinion. These
findings can be related to the theory put forth in the previous section, suggesting that the intention
to use a service may not depend entirely upon its perceived usefulness; the entertainment factor
must be considered as well.
It is also apparent by the results that students would only use the system if it was provided
for free (PIC5). Thus, one can argue that the system is a convenient service to offer students, but
not as important that people are willing to pay for it. That was never the intention either.
If we look at the two measurement items PIC1 and PIC7 combined, this gives a good indica-
tion of both the usability and usefulness of the application. All the respondents felt it was a good
idea to use the service (PIC7), and likewise, the test persons were capable of using the system
(PIC1). We observe that the respondents do not agree whether they want to be of the first to make
use of the service. 16% did not want to be among the first to use the system, 72% was likely to
be among the first users of the system, while 12% remained undecided. What we noticed is those
that were most eager to use the system early on were technically skilled persons, primarily senior
students. This is understandable because people with a technical background are generally more
open-minded towards new technology.
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Significance of Context
The adoption of mobile services is likely to be more affected by context than traditional desktop
applications. As expected, our findings show that students are more likely to use the system if
they are in a situation where they do not have access to a desktop computer or a laptop. This is
depicted in Table 4.5, which presents the responses to the measurement items related to context.
Table 4.5: Frequency Results - Context
According to the responses to item CT1, all the participants would use the system if they were
out of their office or home. Furthermore, we note that most of the respondents regarded it as
important that the system should be easy to obtain and install (CT5). An interesting observation
can be made from item CT3, which concerned the users’ previous experience with mobile ser-
vices. 36% of the respondents did not regard this to be a critical factor. 12% were neutral to this
matter, while 52% agreed that they would more likely use the system if they previously had had
a nice experience with mobile services. The test persons would also more likely use the service
if it would be meaningful in the current situation and help increase task efficiency. The least
important contextual determinant for user adoption, according to our results, is to which degree
other people are using the service (CT2). This shows that people are generally not affected by
others’ decisions to use a mobile service or not, provided that the service has a value for them.
Intention to Use
In Table 4.6 the responses to the last construct in the survey, Intention to Use, are presented.
We have omitted the modular scores from this table as it makes no sense to compute the mode
of only two variables. The first row (IU1) shows the proportion of respondents that intend to
use the system, assuming they have access to it. 48% strongly agrees that they would use the
system, 28% would most likely use it, while 16% thought they might use it. The remaining 8%
(2 respondents) was either neutral or unlikely to use it. The last item (IU2) gives an indication
of the proportion of users that predict they would use the system provided they had access to it.
The results resemble the frequency distribution of IU1, but with a slightly higher average score.
The reason for this is hard to say, but it may be that people generally are inclined to predict
the probability of an outcome (use the system) to be higher than what is the actual probability
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for that event to take place. We also got reports during the tests that the participants had some
problems to distinguish between the two items, so the discrepancy might just be a matter of mere
coincidence.
Table 4.6: Frequency Results - Intention To Use
To get an overview of the percentage of respondents that intend to use the system, we have taken
the minimum value of the two responses from each respondent, and then computed the frequency
distribution which is depicted in the row labeled Total3. If we consolidate the responses which
have a score of 5, 6, or 7, the total percentage of respondents that intend to use the system equates
to 92%. One respondent did not intend to use the system, while one was undecided. We chose
to use the minimum of the two item responses in order to get the most conservative estimate of
user adoption. As expected, our findings indicate a higher intention to use among junior students
than senior students.
Figure 4.5 shows how the perceived usefulness of the application relates to intention to use.
The graph shows that it might not always be a positive correlation between the perceived useful-
ness and the intention to use a mobile service. Possible reasons for these findings are discussed
in the statistical analysis of the survey results on page 55.
Figure 4.5: Perceived Usefulness vs. Intention to Use
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The relationship between the perceived ease of use and intention to use is illustrated in Figure 4.6.
It is a clear indication that the ease of use of the application affects the intention to use. The
respondents, who rate the ease of use low, do so for the intention to use as well.
Figure 4.6: Perceived Ease of Use vs. Intention to Use
The chart in Figure 4.7 depicts how the responses to the constructs Perceived Usefulness, Inten-
tion to Use, and Trust are distributed across the groups of students. The average score for each
group (Year) was computed by (1) taking the sum of all item responses within a construct per
respondent, (2) extracting the mean score for each group according to year, and translating the
numeric values to a percentage of the maximum attainable score. The figure shows that both
the perceived usefulness and intention to use were rated higher by junior students than senior
students. The importance of trust does not seem to have a direct correlation with the year of
the student. It could seem that the first year students place a little more emphasis on trust than
senior students, but the sample size is too small to draw any conclusions for certain. It is more
likely that each individual regards the importance of trust in computer applications differently
from each other.
Figure 4.8 illustrates how students with a computer science background responds to the mea-
surement items, compared to the responses of non-computer science students. The percentage
values are calculated in the same matter as above (Figure 4.7). Our findings indicate that com-
puter science students rate the perceived usefulness and ease of use of the service slightly higher
than respondents without a computer science background. This is also confirmed by the results
from the Personal Initiatives and Characters construct. The figure depicts that non-computer
science students place slightly more emphasis on trust than computer science students. The in-
fluence of context is equal between the two groups. A bit surprising is that the intention to use is
exactly equal for both groups of students. Hence, it seems that the small difference observed in
perceived usefulness and ease of use is not significant.
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Figure 4.7: Junior vs. senior students
Figure 4.8: Computer science students vs. non-comp. science students
4.4.3 Statistical analysis of the user acceptance survey
This section describes the statistical analysis of the user acceptance survey, based on the Mo-
bile Services Acceptance Model. The measurement result model was obtained by Partial Least
Squares (PLS) analysis. PLS was chosen for this study because it fits both exploratory and con-
firmatory research, places less restriction on the data distribution, and requires a smaller sample
size than some other statistical methods (e.g. LISREL) [34]. PLS is a regression-based technique
which can be used to examine correlations between measurement items of different constructs.
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The data collected in this study was analyzed using the statistical software Smart PLS and SPSS.
The PLS analysis seeks to examine the correlations between the different survey constructs. Ta-
ble 4.7 presents the correlations between the constructs obtained from the correlation analysis.
Correlation analysis was conducted to look at the correlation coefficients for all constructs as
a means to check for multicollinearity. To avoid problems caused by multicollinearity, correla-
tions among the predictors should be within the range of plus/minus 1, since a weight close to 1
indicates that the two variables are close to being identical [66].
Table 4.7: Correlations between constructs
As Table 4.7 depicts, it was as expected a strong correlation between the perceived ease of use
and perceived usefulness. A system which is easy to learn and use is naturally perceived as
more useful. Davis [23] suggested that perceived ease of use has a direct influence on the per-
ceived usefulness, which is confirmed by our results. Furthermore, significant correlations were
identified between personal initiatives and characteristics and perceived usefulness, and between
personal initiatives and characteristics and perceived ease of use.
The structural measurement model generated by the PLS algorithm is presented in Figure 4.9.
This is a graphical illustration of the MSAM research model, where each path corresponds to one
of the hypotheses in section 4.3. The arrows on the figure indicates a relationship between two
constructs, i.e. to what extent the response of one construct is likely to affect the response of the
other. The path coefficients as obtained through PLS regression are noted on each arrow. The
number within the circles denotes the coefficient of determination, R2. It provides a measure of
how well future outcomes are likely to be predicted by the model, the amount of variability of
a given construct. R2 is a statistic that gives some information about the goodness of fit1 of the
model. In our PLS analysis, the coefficient of determination is a statistical measure of how well
the regression coefficients approximates the real data points. An R2 of 1.0 indicates a perfect fit.
The amount of variance in intention to use explained by the model was 56.7%. The explained
variance of the Perceived Usefulness and Perceived Ease of Use constructs were 53.8% and
18.6%, respectively.
1The goodness of fit of a statistical model describes how well it fits a set of observations.
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Figure 4.9: The structural measurement model
According to the results, Personal Initiatives and Characteristics, Perceived Ease of Use, and
Trust, are direct determinants of Intention to Use. Among all constructs, trust has the strongest
impact on intention to use. Previous research work [75, 32] also confirms that the notion of
trust is becoming increasingly important for gaining customer confidence in the field of mobile
computing. Our results confirm six of the seven proposed hypotheses. Some initial observations
indicated that hypothesis H6 was to be rejected, which called for further research. According to
our results, the perceived usefulness in some cases seemed to affect the intention to use nega-
tively, which is contrary to previous research findings of similar technology acceptance studies.
However, further analysis revealed that this result was not statistically significant; hence we can-
not draw any final conclusion with respect to this hypothesis. Despite of this, we can think of a
few plausible factors which may result in such behavior:
– The sample size of this pilot study is quite small. This could potentially accentuate irreg-
ularities in the responses which otherwise would not have been as prominent with a larger
sample size. However, as the primary focus of this pilot study is to conduct a usability and
user acceptance test of the MSIS application, and not to produce scientific proof for the
validity of the MSAM instrument, we do not feel this will be a problem.
– The respondents consisted of students majoring in engineering, which naturally have an
interest in new technology and digital services. The usefulness of the application may not
be as determinative for the user’s adoption of the system as one might anticipate. Other
factors might be more influential on the intention to use. As described in the previous
section, several of the participants expressed excitement and joy while using the applica-
tion. Perhaps the entertainment factor is more important to the user than actual usefulness.
However, this does not mean that the MSIS application is not useful, as descriptive results
show quite the opposite. It is merely an indication that the perceived usefulness may not
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be deterministic to user adoption for the specific respondents in our study.
– The year of the student: senior students may appreciate the need for the application, but to
a lesser extent see that this is any longer useful for them (but would have been useful when
they where new students). Hence, they rate the usefulness of the system high, while they
might not have any intention to use the system themselves. Junior students may not ap-
preciate all the functionality, but would be more interested in using the system since it had
sufficiently with functionality to be useful according to their needs. Personal interviews
with some of the survey participants confirmed these assumptions.
– Lastly, for the purpose of this pilot study, the version of the MSIS application that was
tested run on Windows Mobile-based high-end devices (HTC Touch), which quite few
students own or would consider buying because of the relatively high costs involved. Thus,
even if the service as tested in the experiment was perceived to be useful, some might have
regarded it to be unlikely that they would be able to use it themselves.
Findings by Robinson et al. [69] also indicates that perceived usefulness may not be directly
related to intention to use, in a cross-sectional survey among sales organization members.
4.5 Validity of the results
When doing usability testing with mobile devices it is hard to monitor the participants and system
responses due to the limited screen size and portability issues. Kaikkonen et al. [44] discusses
mobile video recording systems that can be attached to the screen to facilitate field and laboratory
usability testing of mobile applications. However, we felt that this was not necessary in our study
as such devices can also be an impediment on the use of the system. Instead, we included a
few control questions in our tasks for each scenario in order to measure the validity of the data
returned from the system. For example, to verify that the positioning module returned the correct
location, the participants were asked to note down a code that was only returned as part of the
correct location. This way we would avoid “false positive” feedback that could potentially occur
if the test persons were just after “picking the right answer”.
Although a sample size of 25 might be a bit small from a statistical point of view, the main
objective of this user test was to reveal usability issues with the system and capture qualitative
feedback from potential users. According to a paper by Faulkner [30], a sample size of 20 users
was sufficient to find 95% of all usability problems.
Lastly, the respondents were from the engineering departments of the university, which
means that the results do not represent views from other departments. Hence, the generaliza-
tion of the results to other potential users remains to be determined. The students also used the
application for a limited period of time. A longitudinal study with a larger sample size may re-
veal other aspects such as cultural relationships, or changes in user behavior over time, which
this study did not expose.
Reliability analysis of measurement items
To measure the reliability and validity of each construct in the mobile service acceptance model,
the Internal Consistency Reliability (ICR) of each construct was tested with Cronbach’s Alpha
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coefficient. The ICR is a method used to measure the reliability of different survey items intended
to measure the same characteristic. For each respondent the smaller the internal variability within
the same construct, the greater the internal consistency reliability of the survey instrument. Ac-
cording to previous research work [68], a reliability coefficient of 0.6 is marked as the lowest
acceptable limit for Cronbach’s Alpha for exploratory research. Table 4.8 shows the reliability
coefficients for each of the constructs in our measurement model.
Table 4.8: Reliability analysis of constructs
As the table shows, all of the constructs have a reliability coefficient above the defined threshold
value of 0.6. Thus, the accuracy of the model is deemed adequate. A relatively large number of
measurement items were used for some of the constructs to allow sufficient room for item refine-
ment in future research. The lower reliabilities for the constructs (Context, Personal Initiatives
and Characteristics, and Trust) can be partly attributed to larger number of items in the scale. To
further improve the reliability of the model, some of the measurement items may be revised or
eliminated in future studies.
Sources of distortion
Likert scales may be subject to distortion from several sources, which may influence the results
of the study. Respondents may avoid using extreme response categories (central tendency bias);
agree with statements as presented (acquiescence response bias); or try to portray themselves
or their group in a more favorable light (social desirability bias). Designing a scale with bal-
anced keying (an equal number of positive and negative statements) can obviate the problem of
acquiescence bias, since acquiescence on positively keyed items will balance acquiescence on
negatively keyed items, but central tendency and social desirability are somewhat more problem-
atic. We did observe central tendency bias to some extent, but a remarkable large portion of the
responses were to the right-most, i.e. a score of 7 (Strongly Agree). It is possible that this is
a result of social desirability bias: the respondents wanted to agree with statements in order to
please the experimenters. Or, in the case of the Ease of Use construct, they wanted to give the
impression of being capable of using the system.
4.6 Summary
The evaluation was successful in identifying problems and issues with the prototype. We got lots
of useful feedback from the participants regarding the service, and the general perception is that
the functionality provided by MSIS is of great value to the students at NTNU. The findings from
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the user acceptance survey indicate that the perceived usefulness of the application is rated higher
by junior students (1-2 year) than senior students. The results also indicate that junior students
are more likely to adopt the service than senior students. The senior students, however, may
acknowledge the need for the service, but do not see it as likely to use it themselves considering
they have been students for a while, and therefore are more familiar with the NTNU campus.
They could see the value of such a service for new students, though. This may also be one of the
reasons for the large amount of variance in Perceived Usefulness (53.8%) and Intention to Use
(56.7%) explained by the structural measurement model (Figure 4.9).
Looking back at the survey results from last year, about 40% believed they would use the
service when first presented with the idea of a mobile application like MSIS. The results of our
evaluation suggest a considerably higher portion of users willing to adopt the system. Hence, it
could seem that the students are more likely to adopt an information system when they have a
clear understanding of its functionality, and get a chance to try it out for themselves. Accord-
ing to the TAM [23], a strong indication of intention to use does not implicitly stipulate actual
use. Hence, the actual user adoption of the system might be higher or lower than what our
measurements indicates. However, our results should be regarded as a good indication of users’
willingness to use the system. The MSAM addresses some of the limitations of the TAM by
also accounting for environmental, personal and organizational aspects, which might constrain
the user adoption of information technology.
In our analysis of the correlations between the different survey constructs, we note that there
is a strong correlation between the Perceived Ease of Use and Perceived Usefulness of the appli-
cation, which confirms the findings of Davis [23]. Furthermore, Personal Initiatives and Char-
acteristics, Perceived Ease of Use, and Trust, are direct determinants of Intention to Use. The
results from the PLS analysis depicts the notion of Trust as being of strongest influence on Inten-
tion to Use. We did not find a positive correlation between Perceived Usefulness and Intention to
Use. Possible explanations for this were suggested in the previous sections. When comparing the
responses according to the respondents’ professional occupation, our findings indicate a slightly
higher perceived usefulness and ease of use among computer science students than non-computer
science students. No dispersion was found in intention to use across the two groups.
4.6.1 Directions for next iteration
During the evaluation phase, a few shortcomings with the initial design were identified. We
also received several suggestions for new functionality. This section lists the new features and
enhancements that will be implemented in the final iteration of the MSIS design cycle. The
decision of which features to include in the revised version was made by prioritizing the items
according to the number of requests received. Some of the additions are also a result of our own
ideas. The final version of MSIS is described in Chapter 5.
Contextual search
The location search service should be extended to incorporate contextual information. The cur-
rent position of the user should be taken into account when querying the database for matching
locations. For example, if the user submits a search for nearby computer labs, the system should
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transparently calculate the position of the user, and return the X nearest computer labs. We
believe this will enhance the user experience and increase task efficiency.
Improvements to the schedule service/calendar
The schedule service should be extended to allow a weekly overview of appointments to be
generated. The new view should indicate when and where lecture hours or exercise guidance
hours take place for the current week, without the need to tab through the weekdays. The final
version of the service should also have support for courses outside of the user’s study program.
Some general visual improvements should also be made.
Desktop version of location search service
A desktop version of the location search service should be developed. The application should be
web-based, and offer the same functionality as the mobile version, but customized to the desktop
platform. This will allow users of MSIS to access the service from an ordinary computer. The
purpose of this is also to explore how clients on different platforms can make use of the existing
data sources and shared web services. It gives an indication of the flexibility of the system.
Improved error handling and bug fixes
All areas of the system should cope with errors gracefully, and no known exceptions/issues
should cause fatal errors or failures which result in abnormal termination of the application.
Furthermore, any bugs discovered during the evaluation phase should be rectified.
Visual enhancements
The look and feel of the client application and the web-based administration interface should be
improved. This includes usability elements and simplified functionality. This will, however, have
lower priority than the functional enhancements described above if time is running short.

Chapter 5
Presentation of the final system
“Software and cathedrals are much the same – first we build them, then we pray.”
–Anonymous
This chapter addresses the weaknesses discovered during the evaluation of the system, and
presents the final version of MSIS. In addition, a number of screenshots are given illustrating
the progress since the initial prototype which was described in section 2.2. The evaluation de-
scribed in the previous chapter concerns the first major iteration of the implementation, while
this chapter presents the outcome of the final iteration. In accordance with the design-science
paradigm, the suggestions which were received during the evaluation have been applied to de-
velop a better service. Section 5.5 concerns the evaluation of the final iteration.
5.1 New functionality
The prototype developed last autumn had basic functionality for location search and schedule
planning, but were also lacking in several areas as discovered as part of our evaluation phase. This
section describes the new features of the final system, and discusses how issues and problems
have been addressed.
5.1.1 Contextual location search
A new service called “Contextual location search” has been developed. The service is an ex-
tension of the existing location search service, which additionally makes use of context in order
to provide more informed search results to the user. The contextual information that has been
incorporated into the system is location. The idea is that this will allow the user to find rele-
vant locations in close proximity more quickly. The survey conducted by Haugvik [39] in 2006
showed that students would like to have such a service, and this was also confirmed by our pre-
liminary study.
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How it works
When the user starts the location search service, they are presented with a choice between the
standard location search tool and contextual search. When the contextual search is selected, the
system attempts to determine the position of the user by using the built-in Wi-Fi positioning
module. The user may then search for different “point of interests” such as canteens, meeting
rooms, or computer labs as depicted in Figure 5.1(a). The search preferences are submitted to
the application server, together with the user’s location. The application server then consults the
location database for matching locations, and sorts the results in order of distance from the user.
This is done by computing the Euclidean distance between the user’s current position and the
particular location. The distance from the user to the location is returned as part of the results,
providing a useful indication of how far away the points of interest are. In order to accommodate
this, we had to extend the map module to take into account the scale of the map. Figure 5.1(b)
shows how the results are presented to the user. Because our application supports multiple zoom
levels, a scale is associated with each map sheet. The distance vector is scaled according to the
zoom factor to give a more correct proportion between the distance values. It is worth mentioning
that the sample data we used for the testing did not have accurate measures and map scales.
However, the functionality and technology is in place.
(a) Location-aware search (b) The search results
Figure 5.1: Contextual Location Search
In a similar fashion to the standard location search, it is possible to show the locations on a map
in the contextual search as well. The map module were extended to display two pins, denoting
the user’s current position and target location connected with a line (see Figure 5.2). By clicking
on one of the pins, it is possible to zoom in on that location for a more detailed view. If both
locations (current and target) are in the same building or floor section (i.e. visible on same map),
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the pin positions of both locations update automatically as the zoom level change. When the map
is first loaded, the zoom level is set to the maximum allowable value while both locations are still
visible on the same map. For example, if the user searches for a computer lab, and the nearest
one is next door, it is needless to open the map in overview mode.
Together with the new contextual search functionality, we also added a network status indica-
tor to the application. During the user tests, we discovered that the system did not cope very well
with intermittent network disconnections. The system now periodically checks the status of the
Wi-Fi network connection, and in case it is lost it informs the user. The new version also offers
significantly improved exception handling to allow the system to recover from sudden network
problems. This is a quite frequent issue in mobile computing, so it was important to minimize
the impact of such events.
Figure 5.2: Contextual Location Search - Map
Limitations
In order for the system to be able to determine the distance from the user’s current location/po-
sition to the requested point of interest, the two locations must share at least one common map
sheet. If the locations does not both have a coordinate position on a sufficiently high-level map it
is impossible to tell how far they are apart. This is not an issue within the borders of the campus,
though, because all locations should have coordinate positions relative to a campus overview map
at their initial zoom level.
Secondly, if the user’s location cannot be determined (for example, they are outside of the
Wi-Fi signal coverage area, or the position has not been mapped to a location in the location
database), contextual search is not available. This is obvious because there is no way the system
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is able to calculate the position of the user relative to other locations if the current position is not
known.
5.1.2 Improved schedule service
During the usability- and user acceptance tests, we identified some issues with the schedule
service as it appeared in the prototype. This had mainly to do with the support, or rather lack of
support for courses outside the study program which the student is part of. Often, students attend
courses which either does not belong to a particular study program, or courses belonging to a
study program other than their own. Therefore, it is crucial to the success of the service that this
issue is resolved.
How it works
To accommodate the aforementioned situation, the solution we came up with is one that allows
students to exclude certain courses from the study program conditional check. Hence, courses
that are scheduled for the student’s study program are retrieved in the usual matter, while the
lecture hours for the “excluded” courses will show up in the schedule regardless of the study
program settings. A new Boolean field has been associated with the course list and Appointment
class, which indicates whether a particular course is part of the student’s study program or not.
It was important to implement this in such a way that requires minimal effort from the user.
Figure 5.3 shows how it has been implemented in the administration interface. When a user adds
a new course to their profile, they get the option to specify that the course is outside their study
program. On the other hand, if they only have mandatory courses, the course entry requires no
additional effort.
Figure 5.3: Support for courses outside study program
Another enhancement made to the schedule service is the introduction of a weekly summary
view. Often, users are only concerned about whether or not they have an appointment at a given
time slot, and therefore it is more efficient to be able to view all lectures and exercise guidance
hours for the entire week on a single screen. The challenge in this regard is the limited screen
space available on a mobile device. In order to display as much information as possible in a clear
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and compact way, we created the interface which is depicted in Figure 5.4(a). Only the type
of appointment (Lecture *L* / Exercise *E*) is displayed together with the room number. By
clicking on an appointment, it is possible to view the details of the appointment as illustrated in
Figure 5.4(b).
(a) Schedule - Weekly Overview (b) Appointment Details
Figure 5.4: The improved Schedule Service
One minor issue which was also discovered during the evaluation is that some courses may not
have lectures planned for certain weeks. The new version of the schedule service addresses this
by taking the current week number into account when looking up the lecture hours. In addition
to the improvements mentioned above, the look and feel of the graphical user interface has been
given a substantial make over in order to be more streamlined with the rest of the application.
5.1.3 Desktop version of location search service
In order to explore the flexibility of the MSIS architecture, we have implemented a desktop client
application for the location search service. The application provides the same functionality as the
mobile location search service, but is accessible through a standard web browser. Because of the
flexibility made possible by the web services technology, we were able to create a new client for a
completely different platform with relative ease. Much of the existing methods and objects could
be reused, keeping the amount of duplicate code to a minimum. Figure 5.5 shows a screenshot of
the application. The web application only supports standard textual search and not the context-
aware search functionality. Standard browser/web technology does not allow direct access to
the low-level network APIs of the operating system. Hence, it is not possible to examine the
wireless signals in order to construct a “fingerprint” for the location. Besides, desktop computers
are usually stationary or at least not as portable as a mobile phone, which partly contradicts the
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premise of the contextual search feature. The location fingerprinting technology is described in
section 6.3.
Figure 5.5: Web-based Location Search Service
5.2 Better exception handling
The prototype of MSIS that was installed on the test devices had very limited error recovery
mechanisms. Since the wireless transmission used in mobile computing is more exposed to in-
terruptions and disconnections, the application should provide exception handling logic in order
to deal more gracefully with unexpected issues that may occur during the operation of the system.
In case of the first prototype, a network problem would generate an exception in the communi-
cation protocol, which would further propagate to the rest of the system ultimately leading to a
fatal error and termination of the application. By accounting for such issues beforehand, we can
instruct the application to take necessary actions to limit the impact of the error.
The solution we have implemented is to continuously monitor the network status, and if a
problem is discovered, the functionality relying upon network communication is disabled until
the network connection is restored. Often, a disconnection in wireless networks only lasts for a
few seconds, for example, if the user moves outside the coverage area of a transmitter or the signal
is intercepted in some way. Thus, with the improved exception handling support such problems
are less severe. A status indicator was also implemented, which gives the user information about
which network they are connected to, and the current signal strength. If a drop in signal strength
is noticed, they can move to a place with better reception. Figure 5.1 shows the network status
indicator in the top section of the screen. In this case, the device is connected to the network
“Area51” and the signal strength is “low”.
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The application server has also been modified to catch any exceptions before they propagate
to the client application. Exceptions may arise from database connectivity issues or incorrectly
formatted data.
5.3 Visual enhancements
In the first version of the application, the main focus was to develop a working prototype, and we
did not spend much time on the graphical user interface. We have made some adjustments to the
user interface in the new version in order to incorporate some of the feedback received during
the evaluation phase. This concerns things such as font sizes, shapes and color combinations.
The initial user interface consisted of a solid black background, which caused our application to
blend in nicely with the operating system interface and exterior of the HTC Touch mobile device.
However, we got some comments that it was hard to differentiate between what was part of our
application, and what was part of the core operating system (buttons and other elements).
The screenshots in the previous section show the new, improved user interface. The structural
layout and main design elements have been kept from the initial prototype, but the interface has
been given a new look and feel. The usability test revealed that the interface was perceived as
intuitive and easy to understand, so we did not want to make any radical changes. A new graphical
design for the main menu has also been created. These improvements have been implemented
in order to better comply with the 6 principles of user interface design proposed by Constantine
and Lockwood [19, 20]. Thus, the perceived usability of the system should increase as discussed
in section 3.3. Figure 5.6(a) shows the new main menu GUI.
5.4 Other enhancements
During the analysis of the user acceptance survey, we noted that the majority of the respondents
agreed that they were more likely to use the system if it was easy to install and configure. A new
“Configuration” menu has been added to the system, which makes it possible to specify various
settings such as the web services URL and other options at runtime. When the application is
started for the first time, the user will now be prompted to specify the URL to the application
server to ensure the application is correctly set up. The URL parameters were previously hard-
coded into the application, which is rigid and hard to change in case the application server is
moved to a different address. The new configuration screen is illustrated in Figure 5.6(b). The
application has also been packaged into a CAB auto-installer for convenient distribution and
installation. We believe these enhancements should increase user adoption of the system.
5.5 Evaluation of the final system
After the last implementation iteration, a small evaluation of the final system was conducted
among some of the people that previously had participated in the usability test and user accep-
tance survey. The final evaluation serves to assess whether the new features and enhancements
successfully address the issues described in Chapter 4: Evaluation.
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(a) Main menu (b) Main menu - hover effect
Figure 5.6: New main menu and configuration screen
The evaluation was an informal one; we asked a few of the test users, which previously had ex-
pressed concerns regarding parts of the system, to test the new version with emphasis on the new
features. The revised version of the MSIS application was installed on the device, and handed out
to the users. The same device was used, and the tests were conducted in the same environment as
before, to limit the likelihood of new factors influencing the results. The participants all agreed
that there was a clear improvement over the first version of the system. Especially, some of the
students that were attending courses outside their study program perceived the new schedule ser-
vice as more useful, since all their lectures now would show up in the calendar. The new weekly
summary view was also appreciated by the test persons. This particular feature was implemented
as a direct result of the user feedback, and the students appreciated that their opinions were taken
into consideration when formalizing the final feature set.
The project was also presented to a few members of staff and fellow students at NTNU, in
order to gather valuable feedback regarding the feasibility of the system and potential issues. This
relates to item 7 of the Design-Science Research Guidelines described in Chapter 3: Research
Approach, which states that IS research should be communicated to both technology-oriented
and management-oriented audiences.
5.6 Video demonstration of the system
A video demonstration of the services offered by the MSIS application is available in Ap-
pendix D.4. The video has been created using the VH PocketPC screen capturing software [42],
and shows the application in use when operated by a user.
Chapter 6
Design and implementation details
“Art has to move you and design does not, unless it’s a good design for a bus.”
–David Hockney
A description of the MSIS architecture and the different modules comprising the system were
given in section 2.2. The overall architectural design is carried on in the revised version. In this
chapter we will discuss the web services in more detail and the functionality they provide. This
is important in order to understand how the client application interacts with the server, and can be
used as a reference for developing clients for different platforms, or to extend the system in other
ways. We will also explain with an example how the services can be used to create a working
application.
6.1 Design goals
The MSIS system is divided into modules, which each are responsible for providing a set of
services and features. The core functionality (business objects and logic) and data storage (rela-
tional database) constitute the backend of the system. Functions are encapsulated into business
objects, which are published as ASP.NET Web Services. This makes it possible to develop client
applications for different platforms without having to duplicate the business logic.
When designing the system we have adopted the notion of loose coupling, which was intro-
duced by Karl Weick as part of his organizational studies [82, 83]. In computer science, coupling
is a software quality metrics which refers to the degree of dependency between different software
modules. Modules with loose (or low) coupling make their requirements explicit through a set
of clearly specified interfaces, without making assumptions about the other application modules.
Thus, integration between modules can be made with minimum risk that a change in one module
will force a change in interconnected modules. A loosely coupled system is easy to maintain,
because the program modules does not make detailed assumptions about the internal implemen-
tation of the other modules. The concept of loose coupling is often correlated with semantic
coherence. Semantic coherence refers to the relationships among responsibilities in a module.
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The goal is to ensure that all of these responsibilities work together without excessive reliance
on other modules [11], referred to as high cohesion. A system with high cohesion tends to have
more self-contained modules, with a clear separation of functionality between modules. This
has several advantages such as increased robustness, reliability, reusability. Systems with high
cohesion are also easier to understand and maintain than complex systems where functionality
often is heavily dispersed.
MSIS is designed in accordance with a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) approach, which
aims at separating functions into loosely coupled services [13]. The services are implemented
using the Web Services standard, and communicate with each other by passing data from one
service to another, or between one or more service and its consumers. Newcomer and Lomow
[59] describes how web services can be used to realize a service oriented architecture. The
SOA services expose their functionality via publicly available interfaces that other applications
or services can understand in order to utilize those services. The service provider and service
consumer/requester communicate with each other using a well defined protocol such as SOAP,
Jini or CORBA [27]. The web services implemented in MSIS use SOAP for structured message
exchange with XML as its message format. SOAP implementations are available for many differ-
ent programming languages and platforms, which makes it a very versatile protocol. SOAP has
become a de-facto standard for web service communication, and it is also recommended by the
W3C 1 international standards organization. The web services are implemented on top of other
application layer- and transport layer protocols (HTTP over TCP/IP in MSIS) for lower-level
message negotiation and transmission.
6.2 The web services
In total there are four web services, which each are responsible for a certain set of functionality.
Functionality is divided in such a way that things that share a common element are kept together,
to keep in accordance with the goal of high cohesion and low coupling, which are attributes of
good software design [64, 40].
The naming convention used for the web services is *Service.asmx, and *Service.cs for the
code-behind, respectively. The following web services are available: UserService.asmx, Loca-
tionService.asmx, ScheduleService.asmx, and AnnouncementService.asmx.
6.2.1 UserService
The UserService web service is responsible for account management and login authentication
functionality. The service provides the following methods:
Login(string username, string password) : The method accepts a username and a SHA1-encrypted
hash sum of the password, and performs login authentication against the database of known
users. If the user is successfully authenticated, a UserProfile object is returned to the re-
quester containing the details about the user. If the login fails, an empty UserProfile object
is returned with the property ’IsAuthenticated’ set to False. The SHA1 value must be
1World Wide Web Consortium
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generated before calling the web service to prevent transmission of the password in plain
text.
UpdateUser(UserProfile user, string newPassword) : The method may be used to modify the
profile of an existing user. The method accepts a UserProfile object and optionally a new
password (encrypted using the SHA1 algorithm) for the account. If the password should
remain unchanged, just pass an empty string. The methods returns True upon success and
False if the update failed.
6.2.2 LocationService
The LocationService web service provides the core functionality necessary for the location search
service. The web service declares two data structures - Signal and Fingerprint - which are
used throughout the application. The Signal structure contains the SSID (Service Set Identifier),
BSSID (Basic Service Set Identifier), and RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indication) of a wire-
less access point. The Fingerprint structure contains a Signal vector and a location ID. The ID
refers to the unique identifier of a location in the database.
The following are the main methods provided by the web service:
GetLocationByName(string searchString) : This method accepts a search string of arbitrary
length and returns a list of locations matching the search string. The ’name’, ’description’,
and ’keywords’ fields associated with the location are included in the query.
GetLocationByFingerprint(Signal signalVector) : This method queries the database for loca-
tions with fingerprints matching the characteristics of a given signal vector (usually the
observed signal), in order to add location-awareness to the application.
AddLocation(Location location, Signal signalVector) : This method can be used to add loca-
tion fingerprints to the database. The method accepts a Location object with information
about the location, and the corresponding signal vector which constitutes the fingerprint.
The method returns True if the location was successfully added, or False if an error oc-
curred.
GetNearbyLocations(LocationTypes locationType, Signal signalVector, int locationsToReturn)
: This method returns a list of locations in close proximity to the position where a given
signal vector was observed. The locationType parameter specifies the type of locations to
search for (must be a member of the LocationTypes enum declared in the Location class),
and the last parameter specifies the number of locations that should be returned. The list of
locations is sorted in descending order according to their distance from the signal vector.
6.2.3 ScheduleService
The ScheduleService provides functionality for the schedule service. Currently, it provides meth-
ods for getting lecture hours and exercise guidance hours for students’ courses. However, in the
future it can be extended to also support other type of appointments.
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The following methods are available:
GetStudyProgramList(string prefixText, int count) : This method returns a list of study pro-
grams. If a prefix is provided, only study programs matching the prefix are included in
the list. If the count value is specified, the list is limited to count number of elements.
This method is Script-enabled, which allows it to be invoked from a script using ASP.NET
Ajax.
GetCourseList(string prefixText, int count) : This method returns a list of available courses.
If a prefix is provided, only courses matching the prefix are included in the list. If the
count value is specified, the list is limited to count number of elements. This method is
Script-enabled, which allows it to be invoked from a script using ASP.NET Ajax.
CourseExists(string courseCode) : This method can be used to check whether a course with a
given course code exists. The method returns True if a matching course is found, or False
otherwise.
GetLectures(string username) : This method returns all the lectures and exercises for courses
the given user is attending. The method accepts a username, and returns a list of Appoint-
ment objects.
6.2.4 AnnouncementService
The idea of the announcements service is to deliver relevant information regarding the study to
the students. Initially, we thought of implementing a service incorporating important deadlines,
information about upcoming events, and other information pertaining to the student. However, it
was decided not to pursue this idea any further as it would require tight integration with existing
information systems (e.g. “Innsida”) to be of any real value. Instead, we have focused on the
other two services: the location search service and the schedule service.
For more details about the classes, class members, and objects, please refer to the application
source code in Appendix D.
6.3 Geographical positioning of users
The MSIS system can be used to estimate the geographical position of a mobile device within a
wireless Wi-Fi network. In this section we will describe the internal workings of the positioning
module, and how new locations are mapped to coordinates.
6.3.1 General
The positioning technology is based on a concept known as location fingerprinting. The Wi-Fi
location fingerprinting approach consists of two parts: a data collection task in which the geo-
graphical positions are mapped to wireless signal strength vectors in order to generate a database
of fingerprints. This is sometimes referred to as the offline phase [47]. When a sufficiently large
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fingerprint database covering the target area has been generated, the actual positioning is done
during what is referred to as the online or real-time phase [47].
6.3.2 The offline phase
In order to map a position to its geographical coordinates and a descriptive location, we need to
scan the network for signal strength values from nearby access points, and record the samples in
a database together with the BSSID (MAC address) which uniquely identifies the access point.
Our system stores a maximum of three distinct signal strength values for each location for better
accuracy. This implies that there must be at least three different wireless access points within the
reach of the device, which can be used as basis for the measurements. If less than three access
points are available, the signal vector will be reduced to one or two signal measurements. The
device does not have to be physically connected to these networks, as long as it is able to scan
the signals. The signal vector is then linked to an entity which describes the location.
Figure 6.1 shows an illustration of how the fingerprint-location relationship is represented
in the database. The table in the background shows the fingerprint for the location with ID 52
(highlighted). This fingerprints consists of three signal strength indications (rssi column), which
are measured from the access points with IDs 106, 107, 108, respectively. The WIFI_APS table
contains records of all access points which are part of a fingerprint and their unique BSSID value.
The map coordinates are stored together with the rest of the location information in the Locations
table.
Figure 6.1: Data representation of the location fingerprints
6.3.3 The online phase
During the online phase of the location fingerprinting technique, a mobile device is positioned
within the coverage area using the data in the location database. The following steps explain how
the location of a user is determined:
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1. Using the network interface on the device, a scan of “hearable” access points is performed.
2. The received signal strength indications (RSSI) are sorted, and the three strongest indi-
cations are included in the signal vector for the fingerprint, which are then sent to the
application server as input to the GetLocationByFingerprint() web service method.
3. At the server, the observed fingerprint is compared against the collection of known finger-
prints using a pattern-matching algorithm. The algorithm computes the Euclidean distance
between the measured RSSI vector and each fingerprint in the database, and returns the fin-
gerprint whose signal characteristic closest resembles the observed signals. The first step
is to extract the fingerprints that consist of one or more access points with BSSID values
equal to that of the observed ones, followed by a comparison of signal strength values.
4. If a match is found, the location associated with that particular fingerprint is returned to
the client.
Figure 6.2 illustrates the online phase of the location fingerprinting technique. The code snippet
is not an excerpt of the actual algorithm. It is just to illustrate where in the process the fingerprint
pattern-matching takes place. The complete pattern-matching algorithm can be found in the
source code for the LocationService class.
Figure 6.2: Location fingerprinting - online phase
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6.3.4 Advantages
The Wi-Fi positioning module has several advantages:
– Works indoors: satellite-based navigation systems such as GPS require clear vision to
the satellite, making them highly susceptible to signal interference and practically useless
indoors.
– Implementation costs are low: it can be deployed within existing Wi-Fi infrastructure with-
out a need for third-party components.
– The availability has high potential: the number of Wi-Fi compatible devices are increasing
rapidly, and so are the availability of wireless hotspots. The Wi-Fi technology is also
platform independent and part of the IEEE 802.11 standard.
– It offers quite good accuracy and high resolution, making it possible to position users with
8-10 meters precision (according to our tests).
6.3.5 Limitations
The technology also has a few constraints and limitations:
– The technique requires a fairly stable and well established Wi-Fi network. Since the tech-
nique rely on the previously recorded signal strength values and BSSID’s to construct the
fingerprint, a change in these parameters would affect the system. By basing the location
fingerprint on more than one reference AP, the risk is reduced.
– The initial generation of the fingerprint database is time consuming, and must be done
manually to some extent.
– Due to Wi-Fi networks mainly operating within buildings, the coverage area is limited
outdoors. This, however, is not a limitation with the positioning technology itself, but
rather a consequence of how Wi-Fi networks generally are deployed. By adding wireless
access points outside, this problem is easily overcome.
– The reliability and accuracy of the system is proportional to the number of access points
in the coverage area. More access points make it easier to separate between different
locations.
6.4 Implementation example
The example below briefly explains how to connect to the web services, and how to apply them
practically in an application. Only the code related to the web service methods and objects will
be shown for the sake of brevity and conciseness. An actual application would also include code
for the presentation layer to display the data to the user.
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6.4.1 Log in
In our example, the service should only be available to authenticated users. To allow users to log
in, we make use of the UserService web service. Listing 6.1 illustrates how the username and
password is sent to the application server for authentication. Of course, the application would
provide some means for the user to enter their login details. The SHA1() function generates a
SHA1 hash value from the password string.
1 UserService service = new UserService();
2 UserProfile user = service.Login(’myUsername’,
SHA1(’myPassword’));
3
4 if(user.IsAuthenticated)
5 {
6 ShowSecureArea(); // Login successful, proceed to next screen
7 }
8 else
9 {
10 Message(’Incorrect username or password’); // Login failed
11 }
Listing 6.1: User Authentication
6.4.2 Search for locations
Once the user is successfully logged in, we can provide an option to search for locations. First,
a reference to the LocationService web service is obtained, then the GetLocationByName() method
provides the necessary functionality. Listing 6.2 shows how this can be implemented.
1 LocationService service = new LocationService();
2
3 Locations[] foundLocations; // will store the matching locations
4 try
5 {
6 // Lookup locations matching search string
7 foundLocations = service.GetLocationByName(’search string’);
8 }
9 catch (Exception) // something bad happened, eg. network issue
10 {
11 Message(’Unable to retrieve locations’);
12 }
13
14 if(foundLocations not null)
15 {
16 foreach (Location in foundLocations)
17 {
18 // Display location information to user
19 Print(Location.Name, Location.Description, ...)
20 }
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21 }
22 else
23 {
24 Message(’No locations were found’);
25 }
Listing 6.2: Search locations by name
To determine the current geographical position of the device, the application needs to obtain the
raw signal strength data from the network interface APIs of the operating system. This procedure
varies greatly between platforms, but in the following we will assume the information is available
through a class WiFiHelper. Listing 6.3 gives an example of how the location service can be used
to obtain the current location.
1 /* Retrieve the signal strength values of nearby access points */
2 Signal[] signalVector = WiFiHelper.GetSignalVector()
3
4 if(signalVector not empty)
5 {
6 currentLocation =
service.GetLocationByFingerprint(signalVector);
7 }
8 Message(’You are here:’ + currentLocation.Name);
9
10 /* We can also use this to offer location-aware search.
11 * First, provide some means for the user to select type of
12 * location/point of interest...
13 */
14 LocationTypes typeOfLocation = RequestInfoFromUser();
15
16 // ... Then we get nearby locations
17 Locations[] nearbyLocations = service.GetNearbyLocations(
18 typeOfLocation , signalVector , numberOfLocationsToReurn);
19
20 foreach (Location in nearbyLocations)
21 {
22 DisplayLocationToUser()
23 // Show distance to location
24 Print(Location.DistanceFromCurrent);
25 }
Listing 6.3: Determine geographical position
As the above example illustrates, very little code is needed to implement the basic services of-
fered by MSIS. This clearly underlines the benefits of the Web Services technology and the SOA
architecture. The majority of the processing is done on the external server, as part of code which
is reusable between multiple client applications. The ScheduleService works in the same way,
and the code will be very similar to the above. Basically, you provide the web service methods
with some input data, and presents the results in a way tailored to the given client platform.
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6.5 Database design - revised
A description of the MSIS database structural design is given in [56]. The main entities of the
database has not changed since the first version, however, a few new tables have been added
to accommodate the new features and improvements introduced in the final version. Figure 6.3
shows the old database ER diagram, and the revised database design is depicted in Figure 6.4. In
the initial version of the system, the course and lecture information was extracted from the NTNU
website. This proved to be a highly unreliable source to base our data on, as a slight change in
the HTML markup on the page could interfere with our data extraction methods. Therefore, we
decided to replace the data source with a database-based solution.
Three new tables have been added for this purpose: Courses, Program_Codes, and Timetable.
The Courses table contains definitions about each course available, the different study program
codes are stored in Program_Codes, and Timetable contains information about each lecture and
exercise. The time table has one record for each appointment, and contains a reference to a course
code, and zero or more study programs.
Figure 6.3: Old Database ER Diagram
In the future, we recommend that the service is to be integrated directly with the existing course
information database at NTNU to avoid duplicate entries and stale data. This can easily be
done by modifying the data access methods in the web service, and would simplify management
considerably.
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6.6 Third-party components
In addition to the Microsoft .NET Framework, we have made use of two other components which
provides additional functionality on top of the existing classes.
6.6.1 OpenNETCF Smart Device Framework
The OpenNETCF Smart Device Framework (SDF) [63] is a library of classes and application
programming interfaces (APIs) which facilitates interaction with low-level functions part of the
Windows Mobile operating system. Classes provided by the OpenNETCF.Net package are uti-
lized in our implementation of the positioning module. The classes provide methods for network
layer access and manipulation of the wireless communication facilities of the device. The MSIS
client application makes use of the OpenNETCF SDF Community Edition.
6.6.2 ASP.NET AJAX Control Toolkit
The AJAX Control Toolkit [4] is a free collection of ASP.NET controls and extenders which
aids developers in creating rich Internet applications. Some of the controls offered by the toolkit
have been used for the web-based administration interface and the desktop version of the location
search application.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and further work
“It’s more fun to arrive at a conclusion than to justify it.”
–Malcolm Forbes
This chapter recapitulates the main findings of our research and concludes the report. Some
suggestions for further work on the MSIS system are proposed, together with a discussion of
possible limitations and challenges.
7.1 Contributions
This work is based on a preliminary study carried out autumn 2008, which examined the need
for a mobile student information system at NTNU. A survey was conducted among students at
the Department of Computer and Information Science, reviewing existing information services
and communication channels with respect to applicability and user-friendliness. In light of these
findings, suggestions for the design of a new information service were proposed.
During the course of this project, we have designed and developed a mobile service for stu-
dents at NTNU, which makes user-centric information easily accessible through the use of mo-
bile computing and wireless networking. An extensive evaluation of the initial prototype has been
conducted, and the findings were analyzed in accordance with scientific models and methodolo-
gies. A group of potential users were selected to be part of a usability test and user acceptance
survey. The main purpose of the usability test was to elicit feedback from a representative sample
of users, to assess the utility and usability of the proposed service. The user acceptance survey
is based on the Mobile Services Acceptance Model (MSAM); an instrument intended to explore
various empirical metrics of mobile services, such as the perceived usefulness and likelihood of
user adoption. A paper [33] presenting some of the key findings of the MSAM evaluation was
submitted for journal publication in June, 2009.
This project has been carried out in accordance with the design-science research method. The
implementation of the system has been carried out in multiple iterations, where each iteration
contributes towards a final solution by applying knowledge acquired at the previous steps. The
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outcome of the evaluation in Chapter 4 has been largely influential on the directions for the final
iteration of implementation in our design cycle.
7.2 Main findings
The preliminary study revealed that there is a high demand for improved information systems
among the students at NTNU. In particular, it seemed to be a need for a more consistent set of
information channels. In an effort to improve the current situation, a service called the Mobile
Student Information System (MSIS) has been developed. The system design consolidates the
main findings from the preliminary survey and evaluation phase, and the following services have
been implemented: a location search tool, which allows users to search for points of interest
on campus (e.g. a lecture hall or meeting room). The location search is location-aware, which
makes it possible to sort the search results in order of distance from the current position of the
user. The second service incorporates a lecture schedule planner. A time table is generated
dynamically based on the courses the student have signed up for and is downloaded to the mobile
application. A Wi-Fi positioning technology based on the location fingerprinting technique has
been implemented for use in MSIS. The positioning module makes it possible to determine the
position of a handheld device within a wireless network.
The evaluation of the mobile service has confirmed that MSIS is both useful and easy to
learn. The location search functionality works well, and is believed to be a valuable asset for
new students in order to become acquainted with the campus area. Our findings indicate that
there are no significant differences between technology savvy users and users without a technical
background, when it comes to the perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and intention to
use the application. The course schedule service was also appreciated by the students. According
to our results, the majority of the participants agreed that a mobile version of the time tables are
extremely useful, as many students today often have to create their own time tables on paper,
which requires both time and effort.
During the analysis of the user acceptance survey, it became evident that the notion of trust
has significant influence on the adoption of a mobile service like MSIS. According to our find-
ings, students at NTNU are most concerned with the reliability of the data provided by the sys-
tem. 76% percent of the respondents consider this an important factor for their intention to use
the system. Issues of privacy were also regarded as important. Furthermore, we note that context
is likely to affect the usage of the mobile service. The service is perceived to be very useful in
situations where it is impossible to use a standard computer, for example when students are trav-
elling between lectures, spending time in the cafeteria, etc. All in all, of the students participating
in the survey, 92% said they would use the system now, or probably would have used it when
they were junior students. Hence, we conclude that users are likely to adopt the system if it is
made available.
The validity of the survey instrument has been tested using Internal Consistency Reliability
analysis. Results show that all measurement constructs have a reliability coefficient above the
minimum threshold value defined by Robinson et al. [68], thus the research model (MSAM) is
considered well suitable for estimating user adoption of mobile services.
A new iteration was started right after the evaluation, with the purpose to address the issues
that had been discovered. The suggested enhancements were implemented in the revised version
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of MSIS in order to arrive at a final solution in accordance with our design-science approach.
Finally, a new evaluation, although on a much smaller scale, was conducted to ascertain whether
the improvements were successful in addressing the previously identified shortcomings. It was
consensus among the participants that the final version includes a number of new features and is-
sue resolutions that contribute to a better user experience, and ultimately, adoption of the service.
7.2.1 Research questions: retrospection
The overall goal of this project has been to answer the three research questions defined in Chap-
ter 3. We asked: Can user-centric mobile information services enhance the everyday campus life
of students at NTNU? We believe it can. The findings of our evaluation confirm that the students
perceive MSIS as a very useful service, and the majority of the test persons believe they would
use the system if it was available. However, some of the functionality offered by the system is
expected to gain more support among junior students than senior students, such as the location
search service. In order for the service to be successful, a robust and scalable infrastructure must
be maintained. The servers should allow for a high number of simultaneous users, and a reliable
wireless network must be in place. The modular service oriented architecture of MSIS facilitates
flexibility and scalability.
With regard to the second research question, we did not find strong evidence that the students’
attitudes towards new technology are of significant influence for the acceptance of the MSIS
service. Given that the service is perceived as useful and easy to learn, the students does not
let their previous experience with mobile services affect their intention to use the application.
Computer science students did rate the usefulness and ease of use slightly higher than students
not majoring in computer science. We note that the students in the survey consisted mainly of
students majoring in engineering subjects; hence, they are probably somewhat more interested
in technology than the average population. The results might have turned out differently if the
sample comprised a more diverse group of people. Nonetheless, the target audience for the MSIS
service is university students; hence, it makes no sense to test the application on, say, nurses and
construction workers. Thus, we conclude that students’ attitudes does not play an important role
with regard to system adoption, but this does not imply that the same must be true for all other
mobile applications or user groups.
In the last research question, we asked whether the utility of a mobile student service would
increase by adding context-awareness to the application. The contextual search functionality con-
firms this hypothesis. The final evaluation acknowledged several advantages of a location-aware
search tool: it provides more relevant search results to the user, and increases task efficiency
considerably. Other aspects of context, such as time and personal preferences are also important
factors in terms of this discussion. It adds knowledge, allowing the system to exert informed
behavior adapting to the current situation of the user.
7.3 Further work
This section suggests directions for further work on the MSIS project, and reflects on some of
the limitations with the present design.
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Better integration
The MSIS service should be integrated with existing information systems in order to leverage the
existing sources of information at NTNU, and avoid duplication of data. For example, the sched-
ule service can be integrated with the global “StudWeb” database, which contains information
about each student and their study program. Hence, instead of the user having to add the courses
manually, the information could be extracted directly from the database. The same can be done
for the location search service as well. There might already exist databases of information about
the various rooms and buildings on campus, which can be used to populate the location database.
Set up a proper infrastructure
If the system is to be set in production, a dedicated server should be configured within the NTNU
IT department in order to ensure consistent network speed and reliable operation.
Clients for other platforms
Currently, Windows Mobile devices are not in widespread use among students, and therefore,
one should consider developing mobile clients for alternative software platforms, such as Java
or Symbian. This would allow a greater portion of the students to take advantage of the system.
The flexible service oriented architecture will simplify this task.
Expand location database
The database of location fingerprints must be expanded to cover the entire campus area. This is
basically a data entry process, which involves mapping Wi-Fi fingerprints to physical locations
according to the scheme described in section 6.3.
Evaluation on a larger scale
In order to examine how user behavior evolves over time, a new evaluation may be conducted as
part of a longitudinal study of the MSIS service. The sample size may be increased to represent
students from other departments and nationalities. This may reveal differences in usage pattern
due to discrepancies between cultures and ethnicities.
Combine Wi-Fi positioning with other technologies
The existing Wi-Fi based positioning system could be combined with for example GPS position-
ing, to provide a more ubiquitous positioning service. Wi-Fi positioning could be used indoors,
while a switch to GPS would occur if the user travelled outside the Wi-Fi coverage area. This
could for instance make the contextual search work in larger areas, and may thereby to some
extent obviate the limitations discussed in section 5.1.1.
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7.3.1 Limitations
The location fingerprinting technology requires that the network topology and signal characteris-
tics of the wireless network remain fairly persistent over a period of time. Otherwise, the finger-
prints may become obsolete, and consequently, the location database must be updated frequently.
During almost 10 months of testing we have not experienced any changes to the network or other
issues, so we have no reasons to believe this would be a problem in the future, but it is some-
thing one needs to be aware of if the system is to be deployed on a large scale. Thus, network
maintenance such as hardware replacements or other procedures should be planned carefully
beforehand.
Some wireless access points are capable of dynamically adjusting their signal strength /
power ratio according to the network topology, traffic patterns, and other variables. Normally,
this would make a positioning system based on Wi-Fi signal characteristics highly unreliable. To
circumvent this problem, our solution is to do fingerprint pattern matching according to unique
BSSIDs before examining the signal characteristics. Hence, in most cases the system would be
unaffected by changes to the signal strength indications as long as the physical address (BSSID)
of the access point does not change (usually only happens if the access point itself is replaced).
Only if the fingerprints of two locations comprise the same (potentially three) access points, the
signal characteristics are used to distinguish one position from another. This is in fact quite un-
likely to occur on the NTNU campus, because virtually every room or point of interest has its
own access point. Thus, in most cases all three access points associated with a location have to
be replaced in order to invalidate the fingerprint.

Appendix A
Usability scenarios (in Norwegian)
The usability test scenarios which was used for the evaluation of the system are included below.
SCENARIO 1 – Karttjeneste
Ola er førsteårsstudent ved NTNU Gløshaugen, og som så mange andre, ikke kjent med alle rom
og bygninger på campus. Han har en avtale i laboratoriet i sokkeletasjen på IT-bygget.
Oppgave 1: Logg på applikasjonen med følgende brukernavn/passord: testuser / test
Oppgave 2: Start lokasjonstjenesten (“Find a Location”) i MSIS og søk etter “Datalab itbygget”.
Klikk på lokasjonen i resultatet for å vise detaljer eller åpne karttjenesten. Marker posisjonen på
kartene under (Figur A.1). Prøv å zoome inn og ut på kartet for å vise etasjeplanen.
Oppgave 3: Gå nå (fysisk) til auditorium F1 (bruk eventuelt kartsøket for å finne fram), og
velg så menyvalget “Where am I?” på menyen nede til høyre inne i lokasjonssøkermenyen. Sys-
temet vil returnere lokasjonen din sammen med en kode. Noter koden under.
Kode:
Oppgave 4: Returner til hovedmenyen.
Kommentarer (Hva fungerte, hva fungerte ikke? Responstid? Noe ulogisk/vanskelig?):
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Figure A.1: Kart
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SCENARIO 2 – Forelesningsplanlegger
Jorunn har litt ledig tid mellom to forelesninger og ønsker å sjekke hvordan forelesningsplanen
ser ut for resten av uken. Hun har på forhånd oppdatert sin MSIS brukerprofil med de emnene
hun tar dette semesteret, og slipper derfor å huske de individuelle fagkodene (Oppgave 1).
Oppgave 1: Logg på det webbaserte administrasjonsverktøyet på følgende adresse:
http://msis.myvnc.com/msis/ (bruk samme brukernavn/passord som i Scenario 1). Fyll inn felter
for fagkoder og studieprogramkode for dine timeplanfestede emner dette semester. Har du ikke
timeplanfestet undervisning, bruk følgende eksempeldata:
Fagkoder: TDT4175-1, TFY4125-1, TDT4215-3
Studieprogramkode: MTDT
Oppgave 2: Start forelesningsplanleggeren (“My Schedule”) i MSIS. Du vil få en oversikt over
ukens forelesninger og øvinger i fagene du la inn i forrige oppgave. (Du kan velge å vise fore-
lesninger eller øvinger via menyen nede til høyre.)
For ukedagene mandag-fredag, noter under fagkoder, tid og sted for forelesninger slik det fremgår
av planen.
Oppgave 3: Klikk på en av forelesningene i planen. Den geografiske posisjonen til auditori-
et/rommet vil indikeres på kartet. Klikk “zoom inn” knappen på kartet for å se etasjeplan. Zoom
ut for å returnere til oversiktskartet.
Kommentarer (Hva fungerte, hva fungerte ikke? Responstid? Noe ulogisk/vanskelig?):
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Mobile Student Information System 
User Acceptance Survey 
Please use a few minutes to answer the following questions pertaining to the utility, perceived usefulness, usability and general 
conception of the MSIS service. All respondents remain anonymous. 
 
Perceived Usefulness 
 
Strongly disagree   Strongly agree
PU1. Using the system would increase the efficiency of my daily work.               
PU2. The system would allow me to find rooms and buildings at NTNU.               
PU3. The system would make it easier to keep track of my weekly tasks.               
PU4. The system would allow me to better schedule my time.               
PU5. The system would be useful for me as a student.               
 
 
         
Perceived Ease of Use 
 
Strongly disagree   Strongly agree
PEU1. Learning to operate the system would easy for me.               
PEU2. I would easily find the information I am looking for using the system.               
PEU3. I would find the user interface of the system clear and intuitive.               
PEU4. I would find the system to be flexible to interact with.               
PEU5. I would find the system to easy to use (user‐friendly).               
           
Trust 
I could use the system… 
 
 
Not important       Very important
TU1. if I have a clear conception of the functionality of the system.               
TU2. if the system provider is widely acknowledged (e.g. NTNU)               
TU3. if the system protects the privacy of its users .               
TU4. if I feel confident that I can keep the system under control.               
TU5. if I feel confident that the data returned by the system is reliable.               
TU6. If I believe it is risk‐free to use the system.               
TU7. if it is safe to use the system.               
           
Personal Initiatives and Characteristics  
 
Strongly disagree   Strongly agree
PIC1. I am capable of using the system.               
PIC2. I have fun using the system.               
PIC3. I prefer to be the first one using the system.               
PIC4. Using the system gives me an advantage over those who don’t.               
PIC5. I would only use the system if it was available for free.               
PIC6. I find it rewarding to use the system.               
PIC7. Using the system is a good idea.               
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Context 
I could use the system… 
 
 
Strongly disagree   Strongly agree
CT1. if I am being out of home or the office.               
CT2. if most people around me are using the system.               
CT3. if I had nice experience in using mobile services before.               
CT4. if the University encourage students to use the system.               
CT5. if the system was easy to obtain and install.               
CT6. if it is meaningful/relevant to my daily tasks.               
CT7. if I did not have access to a desktop computer or laptop.               
           
Intention to Use 
 
 
Strongly disagree   Strongly agree
IU1. Assuming I have access to the system, I intend to use it.               
IU2. Given that I have access to the system, I predict that I would use it.               
     
 

Appendix C
Deployment instructions
This chapter describes how to install the MSIS system, and the prerequisites that must be met in
order to deploy the application in a production environment.
C.1 The backend servers
The MSIS application relies on an application server and database server to provide its services.
The application server and database server may reside on the same computer, or a dedicated
computer may be used for each server.
C.1.1 Database server
The MSIS database runs on a Microsoft SQL Server. We recommend the following setup:
– Operating System: Microsoft Windows Server 2003 or later
– Microsoft SQL Server 2005 (or Express Edition) or later.
The database is named “msis.mdf” and is included in Appendix D.2. To install it, just attach the
database to an SQL instance on the database server. This can be done from Microsoft SQL Server
Management Studio. If the application server and database server are deployed on separate com-
puters, the database server should be configured to allow connections over TCP/IP. Exactly how
this is specified varies between versions.
Figure C.1 shows a screenshot of the SQL Server Configuration Manager which is included
with Microsoft SQL Server 2008. Make sure to note down the Account Name and Password for
the database instance, as this will be needed later.
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Figure C.1: Enable TCP/IP for the database server
C.1.2 Application server
The following software should be installed on the computer prior to deploying the application
server:
– Recommended Operating System: Microsoft Windows Server 2003 or later
– Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) 6.0 or later
– Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 [52] + Service Pack 1 [53]
Once the prerequisites have been met, the application can be deployed on the server. Ap-
pendix D.1 contains the files for the application server (Web Services and administration in-
terface). Copy the contents of the Application_Server to a folder on the computer. The first step
is to add a new application for the MSIS Web Services in IIS.
1. Create a new Virtual Directory and Web Site using the IIS Manager (see Figure C.2). The
document root should be set to the folder on the computer where the Web Services are
located.
2. Turn the Virtual Directory into an Application by clicking on the Create button in the
Application Settings section of the Virtual Directory Properties pane. The application can
be added to an existing Application Pool, or a new one may be created.
3. Make sure to enable ASP.NET 2.0+ for the application under the ASP.NET tab.
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Figure C.2: Create new Virtual Directory
Now, the web services should be accessible through a browser using the hostname of the server.
The next step is to configure the database connection parameters. The settings are stored in the
App_Code\SQLConn.cs class as shown in Listing C.1. The Data Source parameter specifies the
hostname/IP and port number of the database server (as configured in the previous section). User
ID and Password should be changed to match the login credentials of the database user.
1 static string connectionString = ’Data Source =127.0.0.1 ,1433;’
2 + ’Initial Catalog=msis;’
3 + ’User ID=sa;Password=msis;’
4 + ’Connection Timeout=5’;
Listing C.1: Database connection details
Note: By default, the administration tool is assumed to reside on the same computer as the ap-
plication server. If it is moved to a different server, the URL reference to the web services must
be changed to match the correct server address in the web.config file under the <appSettings>
section.
The installation of the application server is now complete!
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C.2 Client application
In order to use the MSIS application from a mobile device/PocketPC, the client application must
first be installed on the device. The application is based on the Microsoft .NET Compact Frame-
work 3.5 [51], and runs on Windows Mobile compatible devices. If the latest .NET CF common
language runtime libraries are not pre-installed on the device, they must first be installed. There
are two ways to install the .NET Compact Framework:
1. Connect the device to a computer which has ActiveSync [50] installed. Then run the .NET
Compact Framework Installation Wizard1.
OR
2. Run the CAB files on the device that correspond to the device-specific CAB files found in
the install folder of the downloaded file.
Once the .NET CF is installed, the MSIS application can be deployed on the device. The appli-
cation is distributed as a CAB file, and is included in Appendix D.3. A CAB file is the standard
file format for distribution of Windows Mobile/PocketPC applications, and can be installed using
the ActiveSync Application Manager on a desktop computer, or by copying the CAB file to the
device and then invoking it from the device. A shortcut will be added to the Programs folder.
When starting the MSIS application for the first time, you will be prompted to provide the
URL to the Web Service application server and the map URL. Type in the URLs as configured
during the setup of the the application server. A configuration file (AppConfig.xml) will be
created in the same directory as the main executable. If you later need to update the URLs, the
settings can be changed by using the “Options” menu item in the main menu, or by manually
editing the AppConfig.xml file (see Figure C.3).
Figure C.3: Application configuration file
The installation is now complete!
1Available from http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/
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C.3 Development environment
The MSIS client application and the web services have been developed in Microsoft Visual Stu-
dio 2008 using the latest version of the .NET Framework (3.5). The client application is based
on a Windows Mobile 6 Professional Smart Device project, while the web services are ASP.NET
Web Service applications.
The Visual Studio solution files and application source code are included in Appendix D. In
order to build the projects, the Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 must first be installed. The client
application contains references to two third-party libraries; the OpenNETCF.AppSettings and
OpenNETCF.Net libraries, which are further described in section 6.6. These libraries are in-
cluded with the solution.
The database is a standard .mdf file which can be attached to any Microsoft SQL Server instance.

Appendix D
Digital attachments
This report is accompanied with A ZIP archive containing source code, program binaries, and
other deliverables for the project.
D.1 Source code
The source code for the system is included in two folders:
Client_Application: Contains the source code for the MSIS mobile client application.
Application_Server: Contains the source code for the ASP.NET web services, and the web-
based applications (administration interface, etc).
D.2 Database
The file msis.mdf contains the MSIS SQL database populated with test data. A test user with
username “testuser” and password “test” has been created.
D.3 MSIS CAB installer
The CAB installer should be used to deploy the client application on a mobile device. The file is
named msis.cab.
D.4 Video demonstration
A video demonstration presenting the functionality of MSIS is included with this report. The
demo has the file name msis_demo.mpg.
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